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Dean Jones--' Tempered Justice With
Mercy, Tipped Scales To Students
Willing To Make Unpopular Decisions'
"When the academic fate of
a student was at stake and the
scale* of justice seemed to be
perfectly balanced, Dean Jones
always tipped them In favor of
the student."
This was said Sunday at a
luncheon preceding corner stone ceremonies and open house
for the new Jones Building. The
speaker was Dr. Anrllle Wheeler,
professor of education.
The building, an addition to
the Coatee Administration Building, was named for Dr. W. C.
Jones, professor of education,
Who served as dean of the faculty at Eastern for 11 years,
from 1SS4 to 1MB.
Dr. Wheeler said that In dealing with students Dean Jones
"tempered justice with mercy
realising that if a student de served to be sent home, he need-

ed more to be kept in school."
The four-story annex will provide offices and work space for
administrative departments at
Eastern. The new air-conditioned
building is constructed of reinforced concrete with brick exterior walls.
Dr. Robert R. Martin, presl dent of Eastern, presided at the
luncheon, cornerstone laying and
open house. Dr. Thomas F. Stovall vice president of academic
affairs, gave the invocation. Dr.
and Mrs. Jones, members of
their family ana close friends
were honored guests.
Dr. Jones served at Eastern
from 19SS to 1945. From that
year, until 1966 when he re turned to Eastern, he taught
and served as dean of the graduate school, dean of admissions
and dean of continuing educa tion at George Peabody College.

Dr. Wheeler said much of the
growth of Eastern while Dr. Jones
was faculty dean was "due to
his untiring efforts, as two college presidents on more than
one occasion acknowledged publicly."
According to the speaker, "On
occasion when administrative decisions had to be made which
might prove unpopular, Dean
Jones volunteered to make them
thus relieving the president of
the responsibility."
Dr. Wheeler said Dr. Jones'
philosophy is "reflected In the
thinking and actions of teachers
who bad received their training
in this institution. Dean Jones
demanded and got from students
the best they could give."
Dr. Wheeler recalled hear lag a college president who was
looking over applications
for
teaching positions say mat he
would employ
any applicant
approved by Dr. Jones.

A $3 million loan to construct two low cost housing
projects has been awarded
the city of Richmond.
Congressman John C.
Watts notified local officials
that the Office of Housing
and Urban Development
had approved the loan early
last week.
Richmond mayor Virgil
McWhorter said that the
city's project plans had been
approved last summer, but
that the federal agency had
been unable to supply the
needed funds at that time.
The housing units are of two
types. One set is for 101 units
of homes for elderly people.
That project
will be a sixstory (high rise) complex set
for construction with entrance
and parking oft Parrlsh Avenue.
The other development 99
units, will be solely for low
income families, as are the city's
other two federal housing projects, Robinson Terrace andDillingham Heights. Location plans
for that project are still being

Two Student Groups Initiate Drive
For Amendment Lowering Voting Age

The World Turned Upside Down
./

Oaring through a drainage pipe with brand
new Brown Telford Hall in the background,

WASHINGTON (CPS)—The like those when Negroes and
history of efforts to lower the women sought the franchise.
voting as* is full of frustration Oellege Organisation Needed
and failure dating back to 1942 'The nub of practical politics
when Ben.' Arthur. Vandenberg is that without assurances from
introduced the first recent re- organised college-aged groups
•oration to extend the franchise, that 18-tc-81 year-olds reauy.
In that seaalon Congress' lower-* want the franchise, chances of
ed the draft-luduatto* age- t»paaaagc are dim," Sen. Jacob
18. but refused to lower the Jhvits has said. Young people
voting age.
-- have decided to take his advice
Since then, more than a nun- seriously.
dred similar resolutions I have In the hut month two groups
been bottled up by the nation's have formed to start a nationlawmakers. Despite President wide push for passage of laws•
Elsenhower's support In 1954, a lowering the voting age. One,.
proposed Constitutional amend- begun by students
ment lowering the voting age University of the Pacific in Calfailed by five votes. In the last ifornia and launched on a telesession of Congress, well-mean- vision special with Joey Bishop,
ing liberals let another bill die is called LUV (Let U« Vote).
without a fight after President It claims chapters on more than
Johnson spoke up favorably but 200 college campuses and 1,600
high schools.
too late.
Another handful of young
The 18-year old vote issue has
also been raised at least once people, from the National Ed(NBA)'s
in each of the states, but the ucation Association
voters have consistently said student affiliate, have formed a
no. Only in Kentucky and Geor- Youth Franchise Coalition. With
gia have efforts been success- the support of other student
groups, they claim to be the
ful.
first
national organisation
organization workThe long struggle for the 18year-okl vote has also been ing toward the 18-year-old vote.
Sees tori Seek Support
marked by lack of organisation
Sen
Javits and West Virginand resources. There has been
no nationwide movement at the ia's Sen. Jennings Randolph
grass-roots level to demonstrate (who has fought for the lowered
influence voting age since 1942) have
youth's

written their Congressional colleagues seeking support for the
new effort
The Coalition has invited repreaentatlves of some 100 organixatlons and all members of
Congress to.attend a strategy
session in Washington. Feb. 8.
The Coalition's campaign to
^^ the voting age wUl aim at
JSluge of aConsfituttonal amendment and changes in states
&&&* and charters. Dirck

past campaigns that the stu dents hope to redefine is the
"Old enough to fight,
old
enough to vote" argument which
has had wide emotional appeal
In wartime,
"Apn|rently it takes war ,to
open the eyes of America to the
^J0*** ■n*'■*** hw> l*""*
■•■/'*■ wcer Oliver of the
Y
°nng Democrat Clubs of Aniertf*; **• •j»W»-*,It Is surely unJ°*! *"* discriminatory to cora-

er, explains that an effort at the
\level
^^
will ^g^
make ratlftca
ratlflca9vel
tion of the new Constitutional
amendment easier. (Three *».«*!•« nt th« «t«t<M mimt raSt^end^nte ^? STv Tf.

Mayor McWhorter said the city
is ready to take bids and begin
construction on .the project tor
the elderly.
The mayor commented that
too main purpose of the two
developments "is to put tooth
into our urban renewal program."
"These new projects," the
mayor explained, "will give
•a Page Eight)
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*>rn decision they had no partin
"Baking."
f"*00*1" <* **•ia" mr-oW
"*• •dTancd <**»* *ncumems
oow,
s
«*. **• ****** <D-*om)
CLMSSSS
t**8 "» lower voting age is
vSSS'^ta. -«i i- «™_ "mon Porttoent now than ever
* iJ2r2!5? drtT? 2^ ^w
b»ftwe. because youth is better
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Ralph McGin, author of the
cdumn carried on page three
of The Progress each week and
editor of The Atlanta Con -tltution, died Monday night in
Atlanta from a heart attack.

foresee will be held to drama- JJonEbUity."

and pusher of racial Integration,

lug age. The coalition also wants
to develop a speakers' bureau
and a stable source of lnfor "
matlon on the subject.
"For the first time," says
v
Jim Graham,
-»*"
JT^7~L campus
~"fT^. affairs
^T
c , r,rt
J *f
JS , " *» *"

cratic Party, but was a con slant thorn ' in the side , of
sootl»rn Democrats who opDosed civil rights and poverty
Ugjjelatton.
XD
The
* Progress
progress has
nas received
««ven McGill columns a week
three years. Be built up,
continue to
publish McGill columnsk. on occantons.

«tata
state

. . m '
rtd rf .^^
£ ^^S!J^ SlSSL
far more ready for responsible
dtisenshlp than the 21- yearold or even the 24- year-old
waa in mv dav " says Sen. Gale
McGee •?Wyoming. 'On fact I'd

'were
°P
k

brigade
One of the "back

Patsy Gross, freshmen from Winchester, gets
a different look at the campus.
(Staff photo by Larry Bailey)

University Of Chicago Physicist
Guest Lecturer Here Next Week
Professor Isaac D. AbeUa of
the Department of Physics at
the University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois will serve as a
visiting lecturer at Eastern Wedseeday and Thursday, February
12 and 18.
He will visit under the auspices of the American Association of Physics Teachers and the
American Institute of Physics as
part of a bread, nationwide program to stimulate Interest in
physics. The program Is now in
Its twelfth year and Is supported
by the National Science Founds Hon.
The American Association of
Physics Teachers is one of the
seven member societies of the

American Institute of Physics.
Other member societies are:
The American Physical Society,
Optical Society of America, Acoustical Society of America, the
Society of Rheology American
Crystallographic
Association
and the American Astronomical
Society.
Lectures, informal discus sions, assistance to faculty
members with curriculum and
research problems in physics,
and talks with students will feature Professor Abella's visit.
Professor Ted M. George
Chairman of the Department of
Physics at Eastern, Is in charge
of arrangements for Professor
Abella's visit.

Abella was born In Toronto,
Canada; received a B. A. degree
from the University of Toronto in
1956; and the A.M. and Ph.D. degrees from Columbia University,
1959 and 1968 respectively.
H4 was a teaching assistant.
1957-59 and a research as sedate, 1968-65, at Columbia
University before joining the
faculty at the University of Chicago as an assistant professor in
1965. Ht holds that position at
the present time.
Professor Abella is a member of The American Physical
Society, toe Optical Society of
America, and Sigma XL He served on the Laser Apparatus Committee in June 1965, and has been
on the Laser Advisory Committee, Illinois Department of Public Health from January 1968.
His fields of interest include
non-linear optics, laser physics, study of the interaction
of
intense laser radiation with
'The Eastern Foundation has in another action,' the Uniawarded a contract for the con- versity»s Board of Regents an- matter.
stractlon of a golf course at nouneed it has awarded contracts
Arlington,
for two campus parking lots to
The Foundation, owner of theG. D. Davis of Frankfort.
Wft-acre Arlington estate that
_
0ne lot
will Include a faculty-alumni
will be constructed
club a student center and swl- behind the Mary Frances Richie mmtog pool said the X.F. Sing- *rds Alumni House on Lancaster
A
Eastern's newest dormitory for ceded by a cornerstone cere and will have a capacity
tor Coinpany would begin im- Avenue
- vaedtate construction
on toe of 51. A 134- car lot will be girls, Brown Telford Hall, will mony at about 2 p.m.
Jflrst nine holes of the course surfaced on Kit Carson Drive. be open for the public to visit the new building Is named for
Miss Brown E. Telford of RichDavis* $79,704.40 bid, low- Sunday, February 9.
'.'that wUl eventually stretch to
Open
house
for
the
13story
mood,
longtime member of the
est
of
seven
submitted,
also
in
\' ( 18 holes.
building,
first
dormitory
in
a
music
faculty
at Eastern,
dudes
the
resurfacing
of
the
Stagier* s bid of 9176,000 was
four-dormitory
complex
will
be
The
speaker
at a 1p.m. lunchstreets
in
Brockton,
married
I' the lowest of six bids received.
from 2:80 to 4 p.m. ItwUlbepre- eon for Miss Telford will be
student housing.
I'd The highest was $215,000.

New Dorm Takes Life

Golf Course Contract Let;
Streets To Be Resurfaced

Mixed with the normal rush of finals was
the hurried activity that always acompanles
occupancy of a new building. That goes double when 600 girls with all the paraphenallla
that only a coed could compile are faced with

moving all that various and sundry junk
across campus. Dedication for the new dorm,
Brown Telford Hall, is scheduled Sunday.
(Staff photos by Patsy Gross)

Telford Hall Open House Ceremonies Sunday

fSa^fll^flHHBSoi % IKt&KSSSm ,., Ina IDBM *■*>.-»df,?-*'*??*!. t ~fca

J

James E. Van Peursem, former
chairman of the music depart ment at Eastern and professor of
music from 1929 to 1964. The invocation wUl be given by Dr. Edward H. OvercaslL pastor of the
First Presbyterian
Church,
Richmond.

-n.
BBflE •» BBHCH M J-,I 99ffi3)&BQi ^ j.»'i.8j£ BBBMB^flnsDl UffiaBB

Mus Telford retired from
Eastern's faculty July 1, 1962
after completing 44 years of
service as teacher of organ and
piano. She attended Greenbrier
College for Women at Lewisburg,
W. Va., the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, and the New

England Conservatory of Music the Richmond Health and Welfare
at Boston. She is a graduate of League, he was Instrumental In
Teachers College, Columbia Uni- founding toe Telford Community
versity, New York City.
Center.
The Telfords lived in the PresHer father, the late Dr. R,
L. Telford came to Richmond byterian Manse which later was
in 1914 as minister of the First
Presbyterian Church. As head of (Continued en Page Nlae)
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But Biggest Job Still Ahead

Cost Housing- -A Good Move
■

1

The city of Richmond took forward steps
last week when it was announced that a
$3 million federal loan had been awarded
for the construction of two low-cost housing developments (see story, page one.)
The slum conditions in Richmond are
horrible. Some statistics say Richmond has
more slum area than any other town of its
size in the United States. A recent report
by the League of Women Voters revealed
that over 700 Richmond dwellings were
sub-standard, without toilet facilities and

most without windows.
So, Richmond and its officials are certainly to be commended for their efforts to
obtain these loans to build the housing.
But the biggest job still lays ahead.
If the city does not replace 200 substandard housing units with the 200 lowcost units then the money and effort expended will be wasted. The city must award
the new housing to the most needy, not to
friends or not to repay political debts.
The city must also learn from the mis-

m IT
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An Apology-A Pledge

Mi

;:

A hypoed zeal to do a good job directly
by craig ammerman *
leads to emotional involvement in the sitImpulsiveness. Inexperience. Emotion.
Those are three of the traits often found uations and issues that surround us. Direct
in a college journalist. And despite sincere committments to justice and individual freeefforts to do a job the right way, those dom have at times flavored our news and
traits often come through too strong, for editorial coverage. We do not apologize for
one reason or another, and destroy his ef- that.
fectiveness.
We are, by nature, inexperienced. NoA case in point was a recent Progress body, anywhere, starts at the top. And
editorial calling for the abolishment of we're no exception. The majority of the
students who devote endless hours of
mandatory ROTC.
That editorial said that Morehead was sweat and effort to this publication — with
the only other state school that maintained \ little or no, material rewards — aspire to be
a required military program for its under- tomorrow's journalists. Experience is what
graduates. It so happens that Murray also we need. Hopefully, that's what we're getting. We do not apologize for that.
has such a program. Mistake number one.
It also said that by taking ROTC an inImpulsiveness is a common commodity
dividual could lose the opportunity to ob- of any youthful generation. Long, drawntain conscientious objector staiilsrvA book out discussions that seemingly gift nowhere
edited by Supreme Court justice j/rtJfe Fdrtas in efforts to stop a senseless war'typify the
says that isn't so. Mistake number twp.
frustration we feel. We are impatient. We
About two months ago the Progress re- want change.
ported that Morehead had changed its
Many times moderation, an essential'
mandatory portion of ROTC from a two- factor, does not enter our minds, or our
year program to one that is only one year editorials. We are hot apologizing for that
in length because the Army said that was, either. '- ,
the best method. The Army denies making
But factual errors, at least the avoidable
such a statement. So there's another mis-, ones, are inexcusable. Maybe it's part of
take, but chalk that one up to Morehead.
learning this business, but we have been
At the beginning of the year, we ac- lax at times in our efforts to substantiate
knowledged that mistakes would be made,
the facts. For that we apologize.
but we committed ourselves to the best
We'll do more than that though. We'll
effort attainable.
The mistakes cited — all the fault of pledge to wipe them from the pages of
the editor-in-chief — were a direct result this publication, for they're a direct deterof an effort which was not the best attain- rent to our goals.
We haven't changed our opinions either.
able. It all goes back to responsiblity — the
We still believe that mandatory ROTC is
name of the game in this business.
To be respected, to be effective, to be a wrong. We still believe mandatory ROTC
vital force in a community, a newspaper has no place in a University curriculum. We
must be above all responsible. The, Pro- will continue to oppose it, because we have
gress slipped in its obligation to responsible not lost our zest, or faded from our prejournalism with the aforementioned mis- vious stands.
takes.
But we will make a sincere effort to eliIt's a known fact that numerous student minate factual errors that have been ours in
newspapers have been branded 'radical' and the past. To accomplish anything, we must
their editors 'respulsive young punks'. At do this.
least in some of those instances that tag
Maybe, then, our pleas will have a
was earned through irresponsible, impract- sounding board, and in the end, our goals
ical journalism. That we will not be.
will find some sense of success, or some
We will, though, continue to be impul- meaning of accomplishment.
sive, inexperienced and emotional.
That, as I see it, is what we're here for.

takes other municipalities have made with
low-cost housing. In some big cities, highrise units of this type have become jungles
where men have demolished millions of
dollars of federal money.
In other cities, these low-cost housing
units have become havens for those who are
on welfare, while families who work and
struggle to make ends meet are ineligible
because they cannot guarantee an income.
Lack of any playground facilities around
low-cost housing in big cities has proven
a direct factor in lack of success.
There's no doubt that Richmond was in
dire need of low-cost housing. It's been
1957 since any was built The city has
become negligent of its less fortunate, and
has failed to crackdown on property owners
who continually soak the poor for whatever they can get for the privilege of living
in places not fit for man nor beast.
"All n^V, Which one
And 200 units is not nearly enough, but
it's certainly a start. That is, if the city administers the program right and is able to
sidestep problems that have destroyed other
units of this type.
It would seem logical that the college
community should be willing to pitch in
and help the city get these programs off on
the right foot If a community of educators,
and educatees will not expend its time to
Director Unfair
help better mankind in general, and the
place in which they live in particular, then' To the Editor:
higher education is not doing all it should
This letter Is concerning; the unfairness of
either.
Mr. Robert Noble, head resident. Palmer Ball
also the director of all men's dormitories.
It's a move in the right direction. Yet and
Five men are being thrown out of Palmer
the chances for failure loom large. The chal- Hall for absolutely no reason whatsoever. A
lenge is still a big tone for city officials; we floor meeting was held and no evidence was
shown why the men are being thrown out. A
can only hope they're equal to ft.
vote was taken sad 42 of 44 men voted that

-ii/imi! .iA>. ■ . n'lM'tm.'n ■
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Deserves A Chance
Next week should find the first public
disclosure of the results of a study of student affairs, now 18 months in the making.
Some of the rumors which have been, circulating about the report, and the opinions
already formed from those rumors, are
disturbing.
There seems to be an atmosphere of pes-,
simism surrounding1 a report that has yet
to be disclosed. Many students are ready
to condemn the report, drawn up by a com-;
mittee chaired by executive dean J. C
Powell, and they have yet to even see the
document
When President Robert Martin ordered
a "thorough study of student affairs" in
September, 1967, he .said the committees
established would determine "responsibilities and rights" of ail students with special emphasis on the concept of 'in loco
parentis.'
The real value of the report should be
the codification of rules. One of the biggest problems here has been the lade of
any codification, a situation lending itself
to arbitration. What else the report may
hold, we don't know.
We can hope for more student involvement at decision-making levels. But we
(Continued on Page Three)

the men^should stay .in the doo*..0*e
stated that it was insanity that this whs happenlng.
Mr. Noble answered this by saying, "I enjoy'
my insanity." The result Is that Mr. Noble Is
going ahead with the move. If a practice such
as this Is going to be upheld. It can only mean
that an the men's dormitories are going to be
ruled in a dictatorial manner since Mr. Noble
Is director of all the man's dormitories.
Respectfully,
Richard Hogan
Kan Furnish
Gerald Simon
Larry Denney
Paul Spector

Concern Over Air Fares
To the Bditor:
I am a junior at the University of Houston
and also one of several hundred thousand col-

do yoo want?"
h

lege students who hold an Airline Youth Pare
Card.
I am writing you and many other college
newspaper editors in the hope that fellow students may be alerted through the editorial
column of their newspaper about the recent
happenings concerning youth fares. Several
days ago a Civil Aeronautics Board examiner
ruled that "youth fares should be dropped." Unless the board decides to review the decision. It
and I urge them to rUe. to protect their youth
fares. Most of us have limited budgets and receive our spending money from part-time Jobs.
I urge every student to contact the Civil Aero*
nautlcs Board, 1835 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C., 20009 and voice their protest
against this unfair decision against youth fares.
It is important that this be done within the
next 80 days so that a new hearing will be set,
otherwise the ruling will automatically become
law.
<'
I am told that Western Union has a
opinion telegram and for Me, which can be
charged to a student's telephone, a 16 word
telegram could be sent from anywhere la the
U.S. to your own congressman, the President
and Vlce-Preeident If a student doesn't have
time to write his opinion, I recommend that be
call his nearest Western Union office and
send the wire.
Sincerely yours,
Stephanie Southgate

For Ail The World To See

Names Shouldn't Be Posted
There are certain things which should
be considered private matters. One of those
is a student's grades. Unless a student
wishes to make his grades public record,
..
. ,. . ,
.. \.
e
they shouldIbe between him, me professor
and the university.
But that situation doesn't always exist at
Eastern. Following finals, many professors
posted grades, a practice which in itself is
a good service to the students.
But there are ways to post grades without

posting an individuals name beside his
grade for all the world to see. It would
makc
«« *«* *> I*** *« &*** bes^
a
^t's identification number. Some
professors do this, but many don t
r
Maybe it's a imnor iiutrer, but to some
^^ who ^ ^ ^
-^
posted for all to see, its probably a very
important issue. And, too, the practice of
posting grades beside students' names does
not seem to be the proper way to handle
such a matter.
»
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Problems Of Automation
**

By JOE SHARP
Staff Writer
One rainy afternoon last spring, when the
tennis courts were under an inch and a half
bf muddy water and bits of broken glass,jl sat down to do myself some conniving. I
f»d discovered that if I decided to go to
Rummer school, and my rVmily^vent of £ on
Vacation at the end of June as they usually
, I would come up with a car of some sort

.

* choked the milage and it came out to
'
^)' 28 m^ per gallon. Also, I
P"*0"*? • *" experiments trying to find
out
™<*lY£h™ «g car would behave It
Was more fun tG drlVe
**n. .anything **
I'd ever been in. Control of the car was excellent. So, figuring the car could do anything, I made a forty-degree turn at something like twenty-five miles an hour, and
hit a patch of gravel.
-.,
took was quiet and fairly
ef shorti
fc
y
yv harmless5, but it succeeded in scaring the
This quickly made up my mind. I went
■hell out of me. Since then I've looked for
to summer school.
. .gravel constantly
It isn t very much'" of - a secret that I can t
TN.__:_
During summer school I turned the wheel
(ell a rocker arm from a distributor cap. So,
over to two girls, r who gave that car the
shortly before the beginning of summer
winding-up of its life. I got lectured for
school, I went to see a friend of mine named
being stupid to do that, but those girls are
Henry^'Tm setting out to hunt a car. For
more sensible drivers than me. They would
three bottles of beer will you come with me
not bounce the car off a bridge. And I did
to consult — and show me how to drive
when I threw a Coke can out the window
i straight shift?''
at a bad moment. It seems that did funny
^^
tQ ^ ^
i.; Henry agreed though he was disgusted thj
who
>hen ] restricted the f.eld of mterest to
But considering th/way J£ treated ^
tmcas and Volkswagons. But he suggested car, the fact that it still functions is a great
at I start wjth the Vblkswagons; said I
tribute to the Volkswagon factories. I'm goObuld do less damage t^iat way.
ing to drive that bug until something or
I So we proceeded to'the nearest used car other persuades me to convert it to a dune
lot and looked at their Volkswagon. This buggy, and I'll buy a nice shiny Triumph
particular car had been recommended to my TR-3 for show.
parent, so we looked at it fairly carefully
And I'll eat and sleep in the dune bugand headed towards Berea. Henry drove gy. It will have had plenty of training.
out and .coached me on the clutch as I
drove back. When we returned, I asked
their price and tried to haggle. The salesman in charge wouldn't cooperate, and that
gave nj)s a feeling that he'd violated the
rirks^Jt.told him we'd see about it, and we
proceeded to another used car lot.
The next Volkswagon was a better car
than the first. It had a sun roof and it was
a nice bright red; and the price tag was
$200 Jiigher. So off I went through the
downtown traffic, still only half understanding a straight shift. During this escapade I almost managed to strip the gears
and get both of us killed. However, we returnedthe car with no perceptible damage,
and knocked a hundred bucks off the purchase -price. This deal was respectable
enough to file for reference.
Off we went to hunt for another used car
lot, but the next two places we visited were
closed. We thought maybe the word was
—' "j '" I I' " '\ jT
WdKHMuJbCMahfT
getting around, so we quit for the day.
The next day we returned td the first lot
the■lusuatadraitucesy EwgotoJaflfniteft-Kiubtett
t 3 the sunroof. Lets go buy your con
sultan't's fee," I told him. ;
Having disposed of Henry, I rounded up
the required parental support and bought
that car. Fdr a while I drove around in the
cemetery to get used to the clutch, then went
to visit another old crony of mine in Waco.
On the; Waco road I discovered that the
top speed of the car I'd adopted was 74
miles per hour.
My second .friend, Inigo, came out to
look at the car listen to the engine. "It idles
too slowly," he said, reaching around in
the engine. He adjusted a wing nut and the
noises of the engine perked up. "That
would -cost you two dollars, at a filling station," he told me. Then we drove down to
the river to gopf off for a while.
In the few days, before summer school
started^ I had fun showing up at houses
wKere 1 was known and making the inhabjtants thereof wonder who it was in the
'ittje
Hue car. A good many of my friends
■1 {
felt sorry for it.

McGill

a n c€ stea

Rep or4 Jleserxesi

0ui

certainly cant attempt to judge •areport before it's been released. There do appeal
to be those who believe they are that: i
capable though. Their methods are deplorable.
Condemnation never accomplishes anything. Neither does total rejection. If, when
the report is released, there appear to be
weaknesses, it would appear logical to suggest changes. Then maybe somthing Will bo
accomplished.
There are strong indications the report
will be made public within the next week,
When it is, the Progress will publish it in
its entirely. Then we will attempt to lead
intelligent discussion, possibly proposing
changes where we think they're justified,
But the other way, total rejection, will
accomplish nothing. To start with, we doubt
that we have a better plan. And, more important, it's not the job of students to administer this University. But we can, and
wi
"» WOfk for more student involvement
and offer our opinions.

In the Hattiesburg, Mississippi, trial of
klansmen charged with killing Vernon Dahmer for activity in registering black voters,
former KKK member Billy Roy Pitts recently testified.
He said, under oath, that the fire-bomb-'
ing-shooting attacj^ had been ordered by
Imperial Wiaard*?Sam H. Bowers. He
swore that Bowers ^ordering the attack, became emotional, banged the table and said
several "projects", were behind schedule. In
the Dahmer "project" he wanted "a number 3 and if at all possible, a number 4."
(It was explained by Pitts that a No. 3 was
a house or building; and No. 4, to kill the
victim.)
Pitts further said Bowers talked of the
South as "rising again" and of testifying
before the House Un-American Activities
Committee with increased "prestige" if
the project was carried out.
Pitts further swore that seven armed
klansmen went to pahmer's house. They
had 12 gallon jugs of gasoline. These were
thrown through a picture window shattered
by gunfire, and burriingrags were tossed in
after them. Pitts identified Cecil V. Sessum, a young Baptist minister, as having
hurled five'of the jugs through the window. (Dahmer got a-No. 4.)
During this and*3 amplifying testimony,
Bowers, bachelor, a£e 44, kept a Bible beside a legal pad on which he put down
notes.
'">'
Bowers speaks of himself as a "Christian
militant." An example of his militancy and
his grotesque (but not unfamiliar) inter- .
pretation of Christianity is a letter written
by him on July 1, 1968: The letter was addressed to an officer on the Meridian police
i force. It followed interception by police of
a ,klan plot to dynamite the home of a I
Jewish citizen. In the darknes, Albert Torrents, tough-talking)! kkn hoodlum, was wounded and a woman companion killed.
Imperial Wizard Bowers wrote complaining of the killing of a fine Christian
woman and .of the law's interference. "I
will ask you to consider/ he wrote, "that
it is ONLY the spirit of Christ which was
organic to-our American law.. .Oh, thehor-

earth," Bowers' letter continued, "and that
is to serve our Heavenly Father.. .Kathy
Ainsworth (the woman killed) was Christian, American Patriot.. .she lost her earthly life.. .but I rejoice in the TRUTH that
she is with Christ..." ,
This is at least as bad as anything said
by black militants in their hatred of white
people. It should, indeed, give all separatists reason to think on the folly of such
hatred and militancy.
In his own trial, in 1969, Bowers had his
own Bible with him.. a militant Christian
sure of his white Christian duty.
In the long history of the South's abrasive struggle to disassociate itself from the
guilt and slavery and evils of the segregated system that have so poisoned all our
institutions, many men have chosen to take
their Bible with them.
That historial fact — plus Bowers and
his Bible — reminds me of the late Sir
Wilmot Lewis, for many years Washington
correspondent of the London Times. Sir
Wilmot was greatly confused by the many
contradictions in the South's attitude to
ward religion. It reminded him, he said, of
a story he had heard in Memphis.
On a late Saturday afternoon a Memphis man met a friend who had a Bible under his arm. They talked. The friend said
he was on his way to visit a new bordello
of which he had heard. His friend eyed the
Bible. "Why," he asked, " do you have
your Bible if you are going there?"
"Why," said the surprised friend, "I
thought I might want it You see, if I like
the place I may stay over Sunday."

Children of Qod, WHITE PEOPLR-shootin^efcff 6tKer oWi ov]e£tK?'rf$t/ of the
child of the devil...",
".. .We have but QfcjE DUTY here on
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The View

From
lv KARt 9kM Progress Snorts Editor
Clark;
JDick Ulark; a 1967 graduate of Eastern, is now
playing for the Houston Mavericks of the American
basketball Association. He was with the Miami flondians at the start of the season.
,
In a game played January 27th, Clark was on the
receiving end of a forearm delivered by Kentucky s Jim
Caldwell. Maverick trainer Vernon Eschenfelder diagnosed the situation as: 1) a sever shoulder separation
ty the right arm, and 2) the re-injury of two cracked
Clark, who at times has been a starter for coach
Jim Weaver, is expected to be out for at least one more
week. The 6'4" guard's injury cut the list of Houston
Ifeckcourt men to two — Willie Somerset and Tony Jackson.
MIDDLE TENNESSEE NAMES
BEAD FOOTBALL COACH
Middle Tennessee State University of the Ohio Vall^y Conference has named a head football coach. Don
Fuoss, an assistant coach at Purdue since 1960, will direct the Blue Raiders for the 1969
(Oeatfanei sn Page jjhQ
*

You've fried
the rest
SOON
fry fhe
BEST

Must Games Against
Morehead And Western

Washington
Leads
Attack

BY JACK FROST
ley leading with a 17.9 average
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER and Willie Jackson, not far behind.
Eastern will return to coil- with a 17.7 mark.
ference action this weekend as This balanced scoring attack is
they meat Morehead on Satur- good enough to place Morehead as
day night in Morehead and then the leading team in the nation in
host league leading Western scoring. The Eagles art averKentucky on Monday night.
aging 93.1 points per game as a
Morehead defeated the Col- team,
onels here in earlv December, Besides being the top scoring
and were of to a fast start with team, Moreheadis second to a a 3-0 OVC record until it suf- nother OVC team Middle Ten fered consecutive overtime los-' nessee in rebounding. Currently
ses to Middle Tennessee and Morehead is grabbing rebounds
Western. Since dropping those off the boards at a 61.3 per game
two games, the Eagles have rate.
bounced back for two more con- Arch-rival Western meats
ference wins giving them a Eastern Monday night. A stand5-2 standing in the conference ing room only crowd is exrace,
pected like always when-these
Morehead has had consistent *™*^J^ uSJtSST'
scoring from ail its starters this J£ *%%»**• 1j2fiL tit
year/Each starter is averaging <*•*« * «>•*' flrat meeting thl#
in double figures withJerryCon(Continued on Paste 8I»Y

BY JACK FROST
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
Usually from week to week
each upcoming opponent has
been discussed, telling Its records and leading scorers as
well as leaders In other categories, but not much has been
said about the Colonels.
Eastern's
record to date
stands 9-6 overall and 3-4 In
OVC action. With seven more
games remaining to be played,
the Colonels have a chance to
pass last year's mark of 10
wins and 14 losses.
When Eastern meets More head this Saturday night in
Morehead
they will be three
games off the pace set by league-leader Western. Should the
Colonels beat the Eagles and
then knock off Western here on
Monday night, they will be right
*
back in the thick of the conm
rence race.
/~i
f 1J i 1
J sophomore center Carl Greenfield (54) heads for the basket
ference
The Colonels have played inKjTQCYijfl6lU II CClClS in actkm In Monday night's contest against St Ftancis (Pa,).
Greenfield was effective on both close-in and long: range
streaks this season. They startshots as the Colonels won their ninth game of the season
ed off fast with four wins in
by the score of 92-72.
their first five games, losing
(Staff photo by Ken Harlow)
only to Morehead. Then came
the losing slden that saw Eastern drop four straight; but since
then, they have started another
string of victories which amounts to five out of the last
six games. The Colonels narrowly missed making that six
In a row but a rally by Mar^^,
Playing excellent basketball lead of the night of 22 points
shall in toe late minutes of the
BY BOBBY WHITLOCK
fcr &, meager crowd, the Col- at 90-68 when Coleman scored
game nipped Eastern 81-79.
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER o,^ took command and gained two from the charity line with
Eastern's latest victory was
Eastern rushed to a 16-point their longest lead of the half, 18 -1:86 remaining.
over St. Francis, a team that
»_«-,. m
Western beat by only two points. lead midway in the second hajfippint. lAm Greenfield drove #
The Colonels won easily over the
Pennsylvania team by 20 points.
Bobby Washington has paced
Eastern's
consistent scoring
: vV",r,.mn*J:oF,£nd eo?m «■ ** **"* his average of
attack this year averaging 18.2 of Colonel errors.
Eastern
was
euilty
of
one
Wned
for 12 points in three min- 20-plus rebounds a game with
points per game. The senior
«R* C«*** "" **
guard has given the Colonels turner after tbHtoer until «W*>*fi*2*l*£*£*
8
leadership throughout the year, the lead ran out The score was 4Wjf ■* ^^ at the first half* off 10 missed shots.
as was predicted before the sea- tied 74-74 with a little more «*•_ V^ -m mimitm. in0tm Top men on the boards tor
than four minutes ^^'^'i^J^^^l!^^^ Eastern were Greenfield with
son started.
Although being out for three both teams had trouble con ;i^^w^SZf^.b2Sr!0 11 and Godbey with 10 rebounds,
games Willie Woods ranks sec- trolling the ball after that. It ■"*•"» J^ZJSnS mS5 "**» °<*<»** «°* <* w ■**■
ond to Washington in scoring was nearly two minutes before JfXnJS^SeMKoi wlttJn «* -cored on 37 for a 46.7 field
with a 16.3 average. Woods, who another goal was scored.
ZJ^Xtc^rt™ ^JTZ*& 8t J1^
is a small, college forward at
two - i^rSsf
in theMgame.
™
6-2, is second on the team in "^Sln
Eastern ^SETa
maintained a two
r^. _^ MMl
£,__.
«-,_ J--»*L*
shots for a £*
cold «
86 "
per*cent.
Th#
rebouding with an average of point margin until Bernard Brad- oould
^MJ^Z
\.
waahiB«tonMt
Colonels, now 9-6, return
comf
M w ah
11.3 grabs per game. Carl Green- shaw tied it up for the last time
« Won » to Ohio Valley Conference oomfield is the leader in the re-, at 78-78. Carl Greenfield, East- * hot streak along with the petition this Saturday flight when
bounding department hauling era's sophomore tenter, fouled Eastern faetbreak to put the they challenge the Eagles of
down 177 for a 11.6 average.' with 68 seconds left. He made contest out of reach. The Col- Morehead State University In
onels enjoyed their
longest Morehead.
Greenfield has been scoring in one of two shots.
double figures for Eastern this
Marshall
Joe Taylor put the
season with a 10.1 average.
UDShoUj
An addea.'*stt>rer1n ttw-CoI-'
red al
onels' attaofc. . has bee* .Boyd 'charity tort ijftt
econds
Lynch. Lybe)P-^*rc«8litf hts to jo to cinch the win.
average up to 10.5. Eastern's
Eastern enjoyed a 42-37 rescoring punch is helped along bounding edge and hit 50.3 per
by Toke Coleman who is scor - cent from the field. M
•./
ing at a 12.6 dip. This gives
The game was the second bethe Colonels five men in dou- tween the two teams this year.
ble figures.
Eastern won the prat 100-96.
Tim Argarbrlght has shown
that ha can play too. Twice in,
Eastern 92,
the past four games, he has come
off the bench to score in double
St. Francis 72
(Continued on Page Six)
The Eastern Colonels bounced
oack to defeat St. Francis 92-72
Monday night in the Alumni Coliseum.
The Colonels' balanced scoring attack placed six men In
derarle figures.
Bobby Washington was tops
ttor Eastern with 20 marks. He
was followed by Carl Greenfield
18, Jerry Godbey with 16
Boyd Lynch added 14, Tim AargaColebright scored 18, and T.
man notched 11.
The leading scorer for the contest was Norman VanUer who
netted 31 for St. Francis. He was
backed by Mike Copeland with 21
and Bill Snodgrass
with 12.
Godbey opened the evening's
scoring with a short Jump shot
to give the Colonels a 2-0 lead
la a game in which they never
trailed.

For Basket

Marshall Interrupts Colonels Streak,
But Eastern Defeats St. Francis

PIZZARAMA

OtflOOMBAY RESTAURANT
A DELICIOUS
WE OPEN AT 6 A. M.

Featuring
Central Kentucky's Finest
Curb-Dining Area
- COME AS YOU ARE IMt^TOrtJ* W|l
OITK 12 I.N
M

for
IRWONIBAY' SilTAiiaAOT

You've fried
fhe rest

SOON

try the
BEST
WELL'S BARBER SHOP
Water Street Next to Bus Station
WE SPECIALIZE IN
COLLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS

Featuring

Hair
Styling

f

AUmumA

Razor
Cutting

Go where your Patronage is Appreciated.
PHONE 623-3985

MEN and WOMEN

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America

. . . featuring the life insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusively
to college men. Ask new about "THE BENEFACTOR"

NOW . . . you can benefit from
sharply reduced prenttnnts to
help yon get started daring the
first three years*

o

NOW . . . yon
lower insurance
yon are a preferred risk

" A little time now can pay oft
in a lifetime of satisfaction."

O
NOW . . . yon can get al the
facts front yonr Cohege lift
representative.

o
NOW ... yen shotnd know
about the BENEFACTOR . . .
the policy planned exclusively
for a

\^ILS*

Y W

Rock Bottom Savings
Hurry - Don't Wait

HELP YOU
PLAN YOUR FAMILY'S
FUTURE SECURITY

See William A. Manz
J&. "Associate Alumni"
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460
sfti

GEORGE
RIDINGS. JR.I
K
LUXON BLDO. BIG HILL AVE.|
PHONE 628-4838
LIFE. HEALTH. ANNUITIES
PENSION AND GROUP INS.

UltlF

Bniurraltg

212 WATER ST.

§tiop

623-9674
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Six Miami Gridders Sign With Eastern
Thanks, In large measure, to
Miami area football players,
Eastern has vaulted Into na tlonal prominence on the college division level.
So It wasn't too surprising
that football
coach Fred
Francis spent such an enjoyable vacation in Miami recently.
And it wasn't just because of
the sum and fish, either.
The reasons'? Six outstanding high school players from the
Miami area have signed grants
-ln-ald with the Colonels.
Casting their lot with Eastern are: halfback Rufus Ferguson, linebacker Jackie Miller, and ends Doug Green and
Ed King, all of Killian High
School; Larry Lightfoot, a splitend from Northwestern and
tackle Larry Schmidt of Miami
Norland.
"Each' of these boys la
capable
of starting for us
next season," said Francis. "Miami has a tremendous rep utation . for producing football
talent--and, of course, we've
been very successful with Miami
players in the past— so we
decided Miami would make an
excellent vacation spot this
year."
Ferguson b Halfback
Ferguson, a S-foot-6, 188pound halfback, was Ionian's
Most Valuable Player this
past season. He was All- City
and All- Dade County for three
years and was being sought by
at least 2S other schools.

'He's built low to the ynrda each of the past two seeground and can really move" sons.
said Francis. "He runs the 40 Miller, a 6-0 180- pounder,
-yard -dash
in 4.5 seconds. was first team All- State, AllThat* s moving."
City and All-Oade County two
Ferguson gained over 1,000 years.

"He's exceptionally quick for
a linebacker and baa a knack for
knowing where the football is."
Francis said. "He'll fit perfectly into our strategy of multiple defenses. And we also

HOME

stress that kind of quickness that we could attract players ol
at Eastern."
this caliber to Eastern. They're
Green, 6-1,180. and King 6-0, all outstanding prospects.
You Are Always Welcome at...195 displayed the versatility Eastern is losing two forwhich Eastern's coaching staff mer Miami players who were]
looks for. "They could play one the prime reasons for the Colof several positions," said Fran- onels' three-year record of 23cis.
6-2.
Lightfoot Fast Runner
Fred Trolke, an
offensivi
Lightfoot is 6 - foot. 175 guard was a second -team Allpounds and "runs a sub-10 100- Amerlcan choice by The Asyard-dash," according to Fran- sociated Press this past seaWe are known for good food.
cis. '.'He was the most feared son. One of the Eastern co receiver in Dade County for the captains
he gained All- Ohio
Home of those delicious
past two years. And I can see Valley Conference, honors two
why. He'll be a great one." years.
homemade biscuits.
Schmidt also Impressed the Trolke and quarter backl
coaches with his versatility. "He Jim Guice propped at Miami 623-9969
South First Street
has fine lateral pursuit and could Southwest, as did quarterback
play either offense or defense," Bill March, who returns next
Shannon said. Schmidt Is 6-3 season for his senior campaign.
Guice an honorable menand 215 pounds.
tion
All- American for three
"Naturally," said bead coach
HAMMOND'S
Roy Kldd, "we're very pleased
(Continued on Page Slx)_

GOLDEN RULE CAFE

Barber & Style Shop
razor cutting, trims, Hat-tops
styling & coloring
we need your head to run our business
3 harbors To Serve You
7:00 A.M. - 6:30 P.M.

Arnold Shoots
Over Cop eland

Mike Copeland (45) attempts to block Clent Arnold's shot
St Francis (Pa.) was beaten by the Colonels,. 92-72. in a
game played Monday night. (Staff photo by Ken Harlow)

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR.

New Richmond Hotel
623-5604

128 East Main

\

:8¥fi::5?S:S:S:::ft::W^^
SATURDAY'S OVC SCHEDULE
Eastern at Morehead
Western at Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech at East Tennessee
Austin Peay at Murray

% roommate
cant sleep
in the dark?
Think it over, over coffee
TheThink Drink.
Fory0<#*ewnl>r-**fc Drink Mug. if\*7SC andyour nimeinfl i*e>«ss To:
ThtfthOi.ofcMin. Opt. N. P.O. Boa 559. New Yo»*. N.Y. 10046. Th* lnt<rn«(.on*ICoffeffOfgan.Mtion
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Eastern Tracksters Dominate University Of Tennessee Meet

and defeated America Saturday after Saturday opportunity to compete against the niile with a good early seaThe surprise of the day came and McGeehan is a topgiven our kids the the finest
Individual track - son time of 4:16.2 and come back in the 60 yard dash when East - runner who has gone 9.4:
men In America. We are proud later in the day to take the 2 mile era's Jerry Scaringi frosh from 100 yard dash. Scaringl ran
of our program and can hardly in gai.s.
New York City finished 2nd in inside lane and came from *e*
wait for our new track to be
the 60. Coach Smith said, "Jerry bind, aad*hese;two factors frit
completed In June so that we Silvious, Eastern All- Ameri- Scaringi was without question dently caused the Judges to oy»rcan bring track to our own can cross country runner, fin - the winner in the 60 yard dash, look Mm. We are not
campus. In another year our ished 2nd to Colehour in the 2 but was not Seen by the Judges ed though, for If Jerry
dream should be a reality."
mile. Colehour and Silvious lab- who picked Chuck McGeehan of 6.2 once he can do it again.'
Eastern is a very young team ped several runners in the race the University of Tenessee in boy certainly looks like a
this year and several events were and both ware over 3/4 of a lap 6.2. This is an outstanding time sprinter."
in question until this meet In the ahead of the 3rd place finisher. -^u^Baaas^BesB^B^^^^^H^MEZ.
meet Coach Smith had many Wood. Eastern Junior from
pleasant surprises.
Circleville, Ohio, won the first
He failed to single out any- college race of his career in
one as the star of the meet but an outstanding time of 7.4 in the
gave Grant Colehour Ken Sil- 60 Ugh hurdles. Woods' time
vious, Wilbert Davis, Jerry Scar- was only .2 of a second slower
ingl Jim Wood, Mervyn Lewis, than that made by Willie DavenKelth Bert rand, and George White port the world record holder in
praise for their performances, a meet in Texas two weeks ago.
Coach Smith has been able to Clarence Lampkin, a memrecruit several outstanding young ber of the Eastern Kentucky Track
athletes for this- year's team Club who has no elglbility reLATEST IN RECORDS AND TAPES
from foreign soils. He has White mainlng, won the 440 in a very
who comes by way of Jamaciaand respectable time of 50.4. LampNEW SHIPMENT IN MUSIC ARRIVED
Bertrand and Lewis from Trini- kin an All- American in the 440
dad. Coming in at mid- term will last year, will run. the 440 in
MUSICAL AND RECORD PLAYER
be Winston Emmanuel from the feature race at the Mason Trinidad and Bob Kehoe and* Dixon Games on February 15th.
ACCESSORIES
Tom Musgrave from Canada.
Lampkin placed second in last
Athletes
and teams from year's event.
Furman, Georgia, Tennessee,
Lewis, frosh from Trinidad,
East Tennessee, Brevard, Fisk, won the 880 in a time of 1:59.
. Florida State, Virginia Tech, Lewis, competing in his first
WuVSSo: se?°a neS s2!S
Cumberland,
Georgia Tech. Am Crimean race, drew pra*
?^ *<*^°1 Lipscomb Baptist College, Geor- from Coach Smith as a realcommark in the 60 yard high hur- 1 state Aa
THE GREAT SftlPITUAL READER
ia*** K *
.
**** 'rr»ck Club» Potion. Lewis won the Trinidad
dles with a 7.4 time,
t»iarr Knoxvllle track
ciub. Car - national Junior 880 champion
photo by Craig Clover)
son Newman, Virginia, Mis - last year.
sissippl,
pi. CBC VPI and EastEastern runners running un era
were
entered
in
the
meet,
attached,
won the mile relay
808 E. MAIN ST.
Events in the meet were the easily in a time of 3:25.8. LampIFTED READER & ADVISOR *
. shot put, long jump, Mgh Jump kin, White, Lewis, and Bertrand
triple Jump, pole vault. 60 yard made up the team.
the- great spiritual reader and advisor solemnly
^dash. 60 high hurdles, 440,600,
Davis, who vaulted 16' 1/2"
swears to help you with your problems.
880, 1000, mile, 2 mile and' mile for Eastern back in 1966, won
(Continued from Page Four)
Gerry Scaringi, freshman from
. -..rsm
relay. Eastern did hot enter the the vault at 15*. Davis, who
S~*
„-..,,
C^«„»*—.«.•*
New
York City, set a new
BRYANT
GIVES
FINE
PERFORMANCE
ju^
long
Jump,
600
or
has
been
in
service
for
two
Ugb
Open 7 Days a Week.
Eastern's freshmen team just keeps foiling along, the 1000.
?mx8i. Promises to reach near (jerry bCaringl Eastern mark in the 60 yard
dash with a 6.2 time. (Staff
Eastern runners displayed out-lthe IT mark before the season
further guarantee & promise you find me superior to any The frosh downed Lees Junior College, 96-70, for their
photo
by Craig Clover)
other reader & advisor you consulted.
eighth victory in 11 decisions. The most remarkable standing performances
the ends. 1
outstanding high Jumper, long
A PLACE TO BRING YOUR FRIENDS & FEEL
scoring performance for a freshmen this season was running events.
Colehour,
senior
runner
from
Jumper and triple Jumper did
NO EMBARRASSMENT
turned in by George Bryant in this game.
Rockford, Illinois won both the not enter any of these events
In leading his team to victory, Bryant connected on mile and 2 mile. Colehour won due to a sore leg.
18 of 25 field goal attempts and five of five free tosses
Despite a record- shattering Anderson,
Karl Brut
for 41 points. This performance boosted his average over
performance, the Eastern Eels Jlm Schwarz and Reed co«
a
lost their first meet of the sea- bme? *° 8et ne* ™*m *** - ,
the 25 point-per-game mark.
;
.
son 67-46 to the University of jwks in the 400 freestyle r|Colonels, and Mike Nicholson, a Alabama at Tuscaloosa.
*** event (3:17.7).
(Continued from Page Five) freshman from Northwestern who
The Eels broke two pool rec* ** tl™i Ie? <ltne r*i
.
, m
. saw extensive duty as a defensive ords in addition to tying two Ander»°" "fl *^m,^°rdj
years Just missed a second - mj,
; team records and breaking five *** 049.8) the first 100 yard
team berth this
He holds "Miami has long been noted others.
... season.
_..,
Eastern and Alabama had I
virtually
M a Il0 bed tor ,00tt u
Si
«^!f«.tS^n!?
*
»
*«*"We
swam
as
well
as
we
entlcal
in thebut60 the
and de«
records as well as several con- ^
a_
g^ ^^
„ ^
*
^freestyletimes
events,
gMwL f#I
f ^ cuft
cuft

Eastern's track squad, competing unattached completely
dominated the Zl team meet at
the University of Tennessee Saturday, January 25th.
Eastern runners won six of
the seven events they entered
and placed 2nd in the 7th. Eastirnwonthe 60 high hurdles 440,
! "|80, mile, 2 mile and mile relay and placed 2nd In the 60 yard
dash in a questioned decision.
Eastern also won the pole vault.
Coach Smith had nothing but

pralse
lnitjal

for his team after' its "We have met
encounter. Smith said, the outstanding
"Our team was simply outstanding jn the meet. We ran roughshod over 20 other teams and
running against the
we were
powers of the South. We always
try to run the best and in my
five years here we have more
than held our own against them,
we try to carry on a big league schedule, not trying to fun
record against
up a won-loss
inferior competltlon.,,

CURRIER'S
MUSIC WORLD

120 BIG HILL AVENUE

Jim Wood

MADAM

JULIA

Bryant Nets 41

' j

Alabama Defeats Eels

Miami Gridders

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP

Terrace Helpy-Selfy

^nT^eid Kidd "is the ffi '*"»& *b0Ut ""i05* "Z"
rrJK?' outrterSck' in the ?* 5 «**•■*"«■*•» v*v«
fltt\*2^2tE^l %■**"£
^
history of our cotffrence. I say MOnr program has progressthat without reservation.'
serotton.'
ed well, and these sigmngs,
know. too. -Hewas ^eh^rt ,boot ^0B^st ^
Kidd should know
a college division Afl- American recruiting seasongiveiusaneven
^^J!t^n tal9M-brWrter future," he said.
^
Guioe Bets Record
Eaatern has won the OtC
Guice completed 54 per cent title two years ninning. In 1967,

Coin Operated Laundry
"It you're too busy studying to do your wash,

B«

let our attendants do it lor you.*'

razor cuts - trims - flat-tops

2 Blocks off W. Main,
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets

OtA'll
■
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■

.
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B<«|.1<
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See pur Sign on tWe way to Jerry's

■
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NTRODUCTO«^

JUA^

rc

Tlrards. He passed far 4l ^tbucli-l^oi^baiPJg^j^^jn |ay team are Ken Klein, Ron
downs in four seasons and ran states, and the Oranttand Rjce feollhan, Pete Reed and "Rich
for nine more.
Bowl, 27-13 over Ball State. Anderson.
I- In addition to the , Southwest The Colonels have not been
L
trio, Eastern also has Bob out of the top twenty national
»cy Hagood took first place
Webb of North Miami, a two-'ratings in both wire service honors
in the 200 butterfly
♦ear starter at safatv for th* PoUs for three years.
(2:02.6). Hagood is only i two
j^^^p^^^^^^^MM^MM1^T seconds away from the NCAA
qualifying time.
"Lacy had bis best
time
this year;" said Combs. "He
should 'peak' about the time of
the NCAA championships."

Canf ield Motors
All Makes Serviced

**i
ass

623.

?-

?n

3:42.2 to establish a new pool •&■
^"toam riwrd. "The" UmewVs j-i™» ™ ^V
^
"^ CoraX>*- "
only ttree seconds o« the time « *• ^/
needecLto. auallfy for the NCAA, addition to his perfoxssjuince

ofertng
his passeattf
Unpsu^^m- W^^'^SMPMS SBUHnWlTO AtW.3m^'
aa OVC re-tort, \*41 ^sV re^onal fflfc^Mes fca ™The^n!Sr7S She r" My Vg oT& "Too medll

OLDSMOBILE

b

-'■

^

coach Don Combs. "We have ««°°* * *• udges awarded
nothing to be ashamed of. Ala - ^ •*•*■ t0 ***** i*
bama Is the third best team in' tteAnderson
was the victim
decision in the 100 fr«
tte south "
The 400 medlev relav team style (:49.6). Reed tiedhU
jr*. 400 JW^J™ recQrd a ^ 50 freestyle (:22-

J0HN$0N OUTBOARD MOTORS
Across From Kroger*—Phone 623-4010

*

relay i^sa^. That time
dbnut «u«e ikftonds faster
we have been getting."
Frosh sensation Brubaker i
pool record in
a team and
200freestyle 1:49.6, but wasd|feated.
The Eels also broke two othl*
team records and lost. JohnBuf*
kner finished second In the 200
backstroke (2:08.1). Holihan set
a record in the 200breaststrokd
(2:19.1).

Must Games

raging 17.6 and Jim Rose U.fj
(Ckmttaraed from page
Western's OVC
record stands
year 73-60 but since then East- e-1 and its overall slate is 13-6*
era has not lost a conference
game.
Western is led by towering
r Jim McDaniels. McDanlels
leads the Hiiltoppers In both- (Continued from Page Four,)
scoring and rebounding. He is
averaging 26 points a game •*UP!V In the St. Francis |
and UtA rebounds. To com- Argabright pumped In 12
plement these categorlea, Mc- I»s» re>e£y* *"?••
Darnels
is hitting 82 per cent „ Jnc* Woods' injury,
of his field
goal attempts. Godbey. who is the only
Both guards are in double oo **• team besides
fifurea Rich Hendricka is ave-.bas filled the position
showed that he is coming
to form after breaking his
in pre-season practice.

Leads 4 ttack

v*m\

••»

<z>

->ri>
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SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY

OFFER

Shop Fridcr
Night Tin!

REGULAR $lV65PIZZA

now $118

BRING
THIS
COUPON

FREE
$20

uMiTiimeoeroi

In Merchandise

•OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 12——-—•

of your choice

It's here... your favorite pizza! Freshly prepared from a secret recipe,
flavor-baked to perfection! Topped with your choice of cheeses, olives,
mushrooms, pepperoni, hamburger, sausage or anchoviesl

TO RE GIVEN

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK -DINE IN OR TAKE OUT
PHONE ORDERS READY IN 20 MINUTES!

O

AWAY AT 8:30 P.M
* * * *

Too Don't Hove To
Re Present To Win
* * * *

No Purchase
Necessary
* * * *

AMERICAS FASTEST GROWING PIZZA CHAIN

Start Registering
«

■mw

HI
i
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Aurora Now Accepting
Manuscripts For Book

Continuing Education
Offers Topic Variety
For the student Interested tn
pursuing anavocatioO, sharpening
a skill or Just keeping himself
constructlvely occupied, Eastern
this spring offers a number of
courses in the daytime--as well
as evenings and Saturdays—as
part of its program of contlnuihg education.
Dr. LaRue Cocanougher, dean
for continuing education, observes that Eastern accommodates persons who want to take
courses without enrolling in a
degree program. "For these
persons," says Cocanougher. we

nave *» unusually varied se-m "Elementary Woodwork"
lection of courses this spring." "Technical Drawing," "Graphic
Many such
offerings are In the Arts" and "General MetalworkCollege of Applied Arts anding," which are offered in the
Technology, ranging from "Home daytime and open to interested
Landscape/' Mondays at 12:40non-degree students,
P«m.# through "Floral Design," Inquiries concerning these or
Wednesdays at 12:40 f|m., bothother courses should be di In agriculture. Within the de- rected to Dr. Cocaoougher or
partment of home economics areto Dr. John Rowlett Dean of the
such courses as "Food Man-College of Applied Arts and Techagement," "Beginning Clothing oology.
Construction," and "Health and Registration for part- time
Home Care of the sick," all of-students is Saturday Feb. 8
fered during
daytime hours, beginning at 8 a.m.
Within the industrial ed ucation department are classes

BURGERMATIC
ON EASTERN BY-PASS

Hamburgers 18<
French Fries 15<
Chuck Wagon,

Creamy Milkshakes

MIAMI BEACH
* Any Wialet. Fall
or wig purchase

* Permanent Wave

Commission

* Hair Coloring
and frosting

OPDI THURSDAY
* FRIDAY NIGHTS

Phone 623-1500

DAYTON A BEACH -WHERE
lfl» GIRLS m
tie BOYS in
tit ACTION is

Senior Editors Audrey Morrison and Sandy Hinger along
with Junior Editors Cindy Dorman and Beverly Meece choose
the manuscripts which are to be
included in the Aurora. Dr. John
Long, advisor to the Canterburv
Club
» saWt "Each man^ numbered andTis
VBCrffit
read anonymously by the junior and senior editors."
Only regularly enrolled
dents at Eastern may
tlcipate In the contests for
tlon and poetry.
Other literary submi
may Include one-act plays l
literary essays.
During the time of public
the Aurora presents thrc
wards. The Roy B. Clark M<
orlal Award for $40 has
dltlonally been given for
tlon; however, the best piece of
literature in prose or poetry
shall be considered.
The $10 P. M. Grise Award
*or poetry is given by the Cfuiterbury Club. The Roy B. Chirk
Award for $10 Is presented by
the Canterbury Club for £he
best fiction writing. All thfcee
winning manuscripts are judged by a panel of faculty members appointed by the Canter bury Club.
"The deadline for all manuscripts has not been set, but it
will be at the end of March-or
the first part of April," said
Miss Morrison.

Twenty- four ROTC cadets
received commissions as second lieutenants in the United
States Army in recent cere monies.
Six of the cadets were des lgnated as Distinguished Military Graduates. They are William R. Reynolds, Mt. Sterling;
James W. Snyder Bremen, Ohio;
William Jackson-Brewer Jr. Erlanger; James Maurice Drake U,
Van Wert, Ohio; Charles Rich ard Fineisen Jeffersontown; WilWASHINGTON (CP8) - Senator
liam Michael Nixon, Lake Hla Mark Hatfleld of Oregon, has inwatha,
N. J.
troduced a bill that would abolish
Other
cadets who received
the draft and seek to make the
commissions
are:
armed forces more attractive to
Harold
Dudley
Anderson,
potential volunteers.
Oretel warns Hansel to keep his cool as witch
of music. Hansel is Sharon Joy King, Harlan Perryville; Donald Douglas BakSupporters range from conthreatens them in rehearsal of scene from
County; Gretel, Kaye Asher Tandy, Letcher er, Big Laurel (Harlan County):
servative Barry Goldwater, the
Humperdlnck's "Hansel and Gretel" The
County, and witch, Monna Breland, Louisville. Thomas Edward Conrad, Fal defeated 1964 Presidential canopera workshop of music majors is directed
The show will be presented February 28.
mouth; Charles Andrew Doll
didate Just returned to the Senby Dr. Janette Amboise-Chaumont, professor
(Staff photo by Ken Harlow) Springhouse, Pa,; Daniel Webate by Arizona voters, to liberal
ster Fowler,
Arlington, Va.;
George McGovern, who declared
Mendol
Russell
Hoover
Dayton
tor President after Robert KenOhio;
Charles
Lewis
Kock,
Cinnedy was assassinated last June.
cinnati; David Allen Lamb CovSenator Hatfleld
feels this
ington; James Daniel Martin,
spectrum shows the broad basis
Louisville; David Foster Mc of support for this bill, but not
Kinney,
Harrodsburg; Ronald SidCampus Flick
much chance Is given on Capitol
ney
Perkins,
Perkins
Willisburg; Mark
Hill for passage.
"Eastern Kentucky, as dp most region as one which will con - man, Jr., is that "a concerted Mitchell Poole, Winchester; DonThe pessimism is due In part landscapes of the world, does tribute."
effort in a small region, re -aid Keith Stewart. Richmond;
to traditional opposition to the have saleeWre«our"ceY."
The institute is a project of peated from region to region Ronald Lake Storms* Evansvllle;
all-volunteer army concept, and
This statement is one of the Eastern's Geography Depart - over a series of years," will Frederick Chlsholm Voigt, Ar»
HIRAM BROCK
aiso auato the appeal expected bases for an Institute for sate- ment. with the n
'"• »~
Commonwealth
be »-*»«•
better *»••»
than ""a -*-*
shotgun ap - —
lington. Va.; George Grady Wilbill to be introduced soon ondary school
MOTION PICTURE
-- personnel
5
■— to
~ ***of Kentucky, particularly
theProach which produces islands son 1L Whitley City, Wayne Ed ATTRACTIONS FOB
^r^T^ conducted June 16-Aug. 8 on "re-| Planning Commission,
afford-of prepared educators who do ward Glass Walton.
:
i :
FEBRUARY
'*i^$ g*<?^'*^**^''**
'"tevelfjp:>-|ing essential data. Co-directors not
have the supporj of a ma|<8 The commissions were pre1
fH^^JW QJiKetfucky's Anpalacma-'fare Dr. Joseph R. Schwende .- i?rlty of:their colleagues."
<■ pented by Major Harry H. WlckFebruary 6 — Thursday
:±;Jjr? --f"»e ^tatomeet -^ alluded dnlman Jr.; chairman of the de- ''tfducftUng1 toe youth of thli'faU associate professor of mlliPRUDENCE AND THE PILL
tOT
in8ti
^S^SAS^SSSSS^-'\^^*"*
*teJflertment, and Dr. Joseph R. economically depressed area Is fery science. Colonel Everett N.
David Nlven, Deborah Kerr
r 1Ch wlW
funded
7
^tSJSTS^r^SS^f
I
H
»«
*
^
*hout
Schwendeman Sr., dlsUnguished not merely the start toward econ-Smith, professor of military scl9
41 B0
b
toe u s
ULM^ST\JSSS t 5SK?* • » ° *
- - °a*<» of professor and department con- omlc progress, but it is the key ence. presided. Dr. Thomas F.
February 7 — FIrday
ln8(lulta
^2^»-^rL!SL
S* Education*
sultant. Applications and all to the success of every econo- stovall, vice president of aca - FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE
m ncana
«LJr„«J£. 4T
i .***
Participants, to be 1 selected enquiries about the institute mlc program directed toward this demlc affairs was guest speak - Sean Connery, Daniel* Blanche
proaucave or low moral in the from eight Eastern . Kentucky should be sent to Dr. Schwend- region's improvement," said the «r.
February 8 — Saturday
i^. wlf88* ,.«
.„_ counties, will include four school eman, Jr., at Eastern.
FrrzwiLLY
.«r^SK? W^. -*2? months district administrators, 15 soWhile much federal and star..
1
bUt clal sclOTce
Dick Van Dyke,
^'♦"M^T
M
'
tochers
in
grades
support
for
economic
programs!
c
so 7
Barbara Feldon
Jff|?"*" w*,uJd relnst
°?t*n0e
-"* and four supervisors. Dead-is available for Appalachian Ken1
!? J
J°H **,
?tuU,a lln« *» appllcattons is April 6. tucky, says the proposal, "no efFebruary 10 — Monday
t
* - national emergency.
The goal of the institute is to fort has-been made in the est No Movie — Basketball
0r
teftch me
„.™!!?T*s K.M! ."F^f*
Participants the need abllshed formal educational sys-i
Western Ky. University
12*5^ t. y2 t U lnclude •d" 'or 'ocal appraisal and planning tem" to offer knowledge of lojusang standards so that pros- courses and to train them to cal assets and their uses "and
February 11 —Tuesday
eatly unqualified persons could develop such courses.
thereby to develop the ability!
BANDOLERO
kMrfitS^fi*^ and either re The proposal, submitted by and the desire In the presen
Dean
Martin,
James Stewart, ~
«S!2!fS °LSf to oS?. Z *** Unhrw«*"y to «»• 'ederal and future generations for reRaquel Welch
combatant positions. Civilian office, says Eastern Kentucky gional self-development."
February IS —Wednesday
S^!!0"^ W
** US€d tor Is "m*re*y *n transition from The participants will be seTHE THOMAS CROWN
ln?r£Sti ^^Hn«i »-^«* tt* r*5ional exploitation econ-iected from only these eight
my
yea
Mrt ite
AFFAIR
and^aT1^n?l1nn^,?S!SS
°
"
"
"
People
counties:
Bell,
Clay,
Harlan,
T
nwi
onl
Stove
McQueen,
Faye Donaway
^Zu^t^}?^ J^T
y the knowledge and Knox, Laurel, Leslie, Perry
Z a^1^^Li^inClU(ltKl to *"• de8lre ln 0rder *° **™ the and Whitley. The reason for this
February IS — Thursday
the added inducements.
opportunity to help stabllte their iim^n™, satd Dr. Schwende-

Draft Bill
Designed

.■■■■■'

GIVEN WITH:

J {

The Aurora, the annual student publication of fiction .and
poetry presented by the Canterbury Club, has been accepting
manuscripts for consideration
since the 1968 faU semester be■"5?
.
rjlflPtC RftPPIVP
IVCCC LVC

Opera Scheduled

Regional Appraisal Institute
Is Scheduled For Summer

No Movie
Andubon Lecture

February 14—Friday
HANG 'EM HIGH
Clint Eastwood, In get- Stevens

on the

"WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS BEACH"

"What did you say
your name was?"

Th« welcom mat it out for colltgi.n. this spring along 23 MILES OF
FREE PUBLIC BEACH whin m, sand, and sari await yoar plaanra.
The Daytona Baach Raaort Area is wbara it's all happening. Jain tha
FUN crowd at tha IN place . . . wbara thtrt'a sa mach ama ta dal

February 15 — Saturday '
HANG 'EM HIGH
Clint Eastwood, Inger Stevens
February 17-—Monday
No Movie
Choir Rehearsal

Write: Dept. , Chamber of Commerce
City tsi and, Daytona Beach, fit. 3201ty

February 18 — Tuesday
No Movie
Oratorio Choir Concert
Bruce Hoagland, Conductor

E?\

February 19 —Wednesday
BIG MOUTH
Jerry Lewis,
Susan Bay, Harold Stone
O I A M O N O

February 20 —Thursday
THE SPLIT
Jim Brown, Julie Harris,
Ernest Boranlae,
James Whltmore,
Diahann Carroll

MINOS

February 22 — Saturday
No Movie—Basketball
Middle Tenn. University

Haytex* invents the first-day tampon
■

(We took the inside out
to show yon how different it is.)

|
^H

$*•■*»•■

1

PROMI14B

"WHERE YOUR

0

Jewelry
134 West Main

CREDIT IS
ALWAYS GOOD'

There must be a safer way to meet
girls. Luckily for you, we put instructions on self-defense in every package
Of Hai Karate8 After Shave and
Cologne. But even so, please be a little
careful how you use it. A good social
life is fine, but the way you're going
you'll be too battered to enjoy it.

Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.
©19W L»?.T

„. «;..,

t Co„ ,ne

_

N Y

N y

,00,7

■

Ln9mHHaH^n^lHalBWiBaBKB9B«aHnBBflSBBa*^Ba^mSra MttiwnfmffnPiWff^fpfm ma nu

bBsaaa

Outside: if s softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind,..
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
Try h fast
Why live in the past?

February 24 — Monday
SWEET RIDE
Tony Franciosa,
Jacqueline Bisset,
Michael Sarrazin
February 25 — Tuesday
THE AMBUSHERS
Dean Martin, Janice Rule,
Senta Berger, Kent Kasner
February 26—Wednesday
No Movie
Community Concert
Clebanoff Strings
February 27 — Thursday
WHO'S MINDING THE
MINT
Jim Hutton, Dorothy Provine,
Milton Berle, Joey Bishop
February 28 —Friday
GOLDFINGER
{Sean Connery, Honor Blaekman
Ticket Of flee Opens 7:00 pun.
Show Starts 7:80 pun.
Admission 75c
Children (under 12) 50c
B 9 , 8 wSBBsam * BBB
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Coed Has Triple Vocation,
Teacher, Mother, Secretary

The Vallianetts

Women's ROTC Group Honored
BY SINGIE STEPHENS
STAFF WRITER
Coed affiliates of the Pershing Rifle's Company R- 1, *at
Vallianetts were recocted
a recent Eastern basketball game.
The coed drill team was given
the name Vallianetts after MaCharles Valllant a former
ROTcTretnictor. who Is preq-

ently In Viet Nam on a tour of
JjL'
As a unit the Vallianetts will
various military drills
in precTsionfor exhibitions. They
will perform at the Columbus
Reeimental Meet at Ohio State
University on March 29, and
the University of Cincinnati,
the Vallianetts will drill at the

DIAMONDS, WATCHES
STERLING, LIGHTERS
WEDDING BANDS
All Name Brands — Less Than Reg. Price
Free Engraving on All Purchases while you wait

KESSLER JEWELERS
Richmond's Leading Jeweler For 25 Yrs.
Next Door To Begley's
623-1292

Invitational Drill Meet.
Coordinator and Comander of
the Vallianetts has been Miss
Karen Kleckner a senior from
Dayton, Ohio. Miss Kleckner. who
has been working to get the Vallianetts recognized since October of 1967, said, "The coed
drill team Is a dream that has
come true for so many people.
There is a great honor to be
an affiliate of the Pershing Rifle's and a thrill to wear their
cord."
Over 50 girls appeared for
try-outs' twenty-six were se lected to represent the Pershing Rifle's Company R-l at Eastern.
At the suggestion of Captain
McKinney, Commander of the
Pershing Rifles, 2nd Lieutenant
Mike Cowman assisted Miss
Kleckner throughout the sem ester. Cowman said, "Our company is very proud of this
fine group of girls. The girls
have worked hard and have been
very consclencous about doing a
good Job."
Miss Kleckner added, "The
purpose of the Vallianetts coed
(Continued on Pmge Nine)

Jhinh firefly

NORTH SECOND STREET

BY SUSIE SCHMIDT
WASHINGTON (CPS) — A1-.
though the nation's graduate #
schools did not face the 70 per
cent reduction In fall enrollment
some predicted last year because of the draft, the second
semester crunch may hurt them
badly.
Most universities were taken
by surprise this fall, when the
25-50 per cent of their students expecting to be drafted returned to school after all. Some
universities, which had accepted more graduate students than
they could handle In order to
make up for the draft's toU, have
lng shortages — and too many
students.
They had failed to calculate this
fall's election and its ramifications on the draft in their estimates last spring.
In February, when the selective
Service System announced that
graduate students would no longer
be deferred "In toe national Interest," both universities and
the government predicted that
JChj

\JSt YOUR
^

lf_ "You tf
*• rigidlyjbr Jhejest four1 she has found
this.
US,
?<ara in order to keep up with see so much in work like u
home, school and Job. For three she muses. "You have access ,
years she worked as part- time to files on Juveniles, tor exsecretary to C. G. Merritt, prln- ample, and you begin to see a
*** <* Richmond Elementary pattern. You see why, both as a A,
***«*' LMt •prtn«» reallring parent and as a teacher, you |,
«*>• ™** be assigned to that must teach children to obey rules. 0
same school as a student teach- so they can live in society/
er, she
resigned because of Louella's husband, Melvln Sr.^a,
"conflict of interest." Hearing is employed in Lexington. He ,,
about the vacancy in the police has always been she says* " very ^
department, Louella applied for understanding" about ber educa
the Job and was hired,
tion and career, even to thepoint
"I had never thought much of considerable baby sitting while '
about the police," she smiles, she studied for exams,
"one way or the other. Now I Louella's
younger sister. 4
respect the difficulty of their Job. Elisabeth, who was Valedictorian ,
I never realised before that the of her class at Madison High, at- \
policeman is prepared to put tends Wayne State University,
his life on the line, every day." Detroit where she majors t la v
Louella, despite her fascina- chemistry.
tion with police work, has "always wanted to be a teacher."
Married at 17 to Melvln Pattern
She spent the summer "loafing*5
following her graduation from (Continued from Page One) . .^
Richmond's Madison High School, displaced persons some placaand "I was bored."
te) live." These displaced per-,
So she. entered Eastern with a sons the mayor speaks of are
Karen E. Hoffman of Fort Thomas grinds stones in a shop
loan under the National Defense the many resident* of Rich -'*
for a project in one of her classes. The work Is being done
Education Act. A year later she mond who Uve in dwellings that *
in a crafts class in lapidary and jewelry work. Miss Hoffman,
became one of a pilot group in either are, or are planned to
a senior, is a business major.
the Appalachian Teacher Educa- be condemned. The city could"
tion Program, an experimental not move to do away with the
approach to teacher preparation slum condition until these pro- f
being conducted here under a Jects had been initiated,
federal grant.
the mayor said the. loan
Louella will complete all her from HUD will be paid back in
classwork by the end of January, toe same manner as the funds ,
1969, and will be awarded her used in the construction of Rob-;. <
degree in May. Then, she says, lnson Terrace and Dlllingham .
she'll "mke a rest" until fall, Heights. McWhorter explained
per cent of their first- year .few years have run In 18-month concern In many ways. Several ^™ JJ*. would like to go to that the projects are set up on ,
students. They forecast a great cycles; the high point of the latest heavlly graduate universities, a- .^1^ tie??sm^t£SaSie
" a thirty-year loan. After the
Uiep4K,ple
increase in female and middle- cycle »ls due in January 1969. mong them Massachusetts In- ^SimSS^v
' thirty years, the mayor said,
the projects become the prop- ,
aged graduate students.
Whatever the increase, it is gtitute of Technology, have an- ,,I^»5-«ih«^»«.
,D
Louella
erty of the city and the money Selective Service officials pre- sure to hit students harter next nounced that students whose ed- -». ™
onit
011
s aUon
*• P ^ *
» collected from them becomef"*
dieted that students would make semester; under present draft T^,T\f^25 Z°£Z*ni~t **" «***
I* the ''fascinating'' second Jo* ^art d the municipal ,
up as much as 90 per cent ofjhe regulations, the oldest eligible ^lll^^Tf^^l^i
--either for two years
draft call-ups in many states. The males are first to go, and grad- vice or /or a Jail sentence for
Defense Department said 63 per uate students newly classified resistance—will later be able to
cent of the 240,000 draftees pre- I-A are perfect targets. Those resume their degree work where
dieted for 1969 would be stu- who receive induction notices they left off, and will stand a good
dents. Students made up 3.8 per during the present school term chance of having their fellowships)
cent this year,
are allowed to stay In school to renewed.
But the crunch failed to mater- finish the term, but must then Several schools are also , totalize this fall. For one thing, report for induction.
vestigating new degree programs
draft calls beginning in July But despite the fact that total llKe MIT's five-year engineerwere drastically lower than those graduate enrollment has chang- mg program--in which the stufor previous months. And they willed very little—in numbers,—the dent does not officially receive
stay that way until January when edict has not been without ef- his bachelor's degree until he
the elections
are well over. feet.
receives his master's in a fifth
How much calls will rise will Graduate schools at several year (and so is classed as an
•
depend on the manpower needs of universities have reported drops under-graduate for five years),
the armed forces, the status of in enrollment from one to 20 fne Institutions are underthe Vietnam war, and the mood of per cent. Professional schools 8tandably vexed. Many of them—
h
the new President But they are seem harder hit than most At llKe their students—concurred
sure to rise at least a little, Valparaiso University, 25 of 150
(Continued on Page Ten)
according to Mrs. Betty Vetter, students enrolled in the Law
an official of the Scientific Man- School didn't register In Sep power Commission, a private re- tember. Lehlgh University re
search agency In Washington, ports a 13 per cent decrease
Her prediction Is based on toe' enrollment.

Jewelry Making

Louella Patten, (Mrs. Melvtn)
21, a senior will teach third
grade next fall, "but there la
something very appealing about
police work."
sScTjdV the voune wife and
m^tml^J£to*\£
rrtnrttafSLJS SfinCM*
Mef
Frank Nassida, to Police Judge
Tommy Smith, and to Detective
Jerry Howard. "Ifs helped me
greatly in student teaching "
Louella says. "Seeing the problems of the police, makes you
want to Instill in children a desire to obey rules, and respect
for authority."
While she was a student teacher at Richmond Elementary School here, Louella was picked up
at the school every day at three
by a police cruiser and taken to
headquarters. "My children were
fascinated by that," she says.
"And by the police radar unit
that operated on the street outside. The children were glued
to the window of the classroom
to watch. And, fortunately, I was
able to explain how the unit
works.?
Louella, married and th
mother of three-year-old Melvln, has had to "schedule" her

Housing

J

Graduate Schools Have Been Affected
, By Absence Of Military Deferments
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iromeh and older (over -26)" met
'made up larger portions of their
enrollees than ever before. Some
schools claimed mat their students are of lower ability than
they would have been the draft.
>
Such Intangible evidence
Kecllne in graduate school quality
if, of course, almost impossible
to document. More obvious and
evident, though, is a decline lnl
morale among graduate stu dents. Young men faced with the
prospect of being drafted have
■^W*V8 been burdened with an
overwhelming anxiety few other
People experience. And graduate students this year, knowing they are sitting atop the
proverbial powder keg and may
get the letter any day, are unusually nervous and fearful.
Universities, which opposed the
move to end graduate deferments,
are reacting to their students'

i
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Sorochan Is Attempting
To MaximizeOrthobiosis

Dr. Hindman's Machine

Walter D. Sorochan, assistant H« ■*»« h**1* ** "difficult
professor of Health education" to interpret and evaluate and
at Eastern. Is attempting to max- impossible to measure or deimiie orthoWosis.
*"£\
...
,
, ^ „
He defines orthoblosls as "the He defines three levels of weUright style of living." This sub- being: persosaL tainflyandcom£:t is treated in an article by wumty. According to sorochan
rochan in the December Issue health problems personal and
of The Journal of School Health. Public, prevail because the
In the article, "Health Con- population '^misbehaves col cepte as a Basis for Orth- l«ctively in irresponsible ways"
obiosls,"
Sorochan reviews fince the W^,*** not unsome popular concepts of health, derstand what health reaily Is."
He says, "The term 'well-being*
Well-being, 6orochan says
w-ITJ v
.. -, .w ,«., •volves from the light style of
should be used instead of'health^ Uvlnj Tot>1 orthoblosls, he
which tea relative and abstract^says, involves aspirations for
term."
personal, family and community
well-being.
The Journal has a circulation
of more than 19,000.
Sorochan is completing requirements for his doctoral degree. He received the master of
Bird watchers of this a . science degree from the Uni are invited to enroll In a course verslty of Oregon and the bachtatted Birds of Kentucky which elor of physical education from
will meet twice a week (raring the the University of British Columbia, Vancouver. He has been
spring semester.
at Eastern five years.
The course (Biology 204) will
meet Tuesdays and Thursdays
from;* to 10 a.m., with field (Continued from Page Bight)
trips on one of these days
drill team .is to support the
each week.
Penning Rifles Company R-l
Professor A. L. Whitt, Jr. who drill team at all drill meets; to
win'teach the course, said ltwffl provide support and services
include "a popular consideration to the Pershing Rifles Company
of the birds of the eastern and R-i; and to drill in exhibition
central United States, with spec- style.
ial interest on the birds of KenDue to Miss Kleckner's retucky and on the birds of this cent January graduation from
area."
Eastern a new Commander, Rita
The course is designed for Bell was elected,
the non-biology major.
When asked about her new
Registration of part- time position she said, "It Is a great
students tor spring courses be- honor to be the new Commander
gins at 8 a.m. Saturday. Feb. 8. of the Valllanette.

Learning Techniques Studied

SHOP

Bird Watching
Course Slated

"Home Cooked Food"
N. 2nd St.

Valianetts

Electronic Teacher
Operation of a teaching machine la explained
to Marcia Ann Maher, psychology major from
Covington, who is a Junior. With Marcia is
Dr. Douglas Hindman, who Is conducting basic

Welcome Back To
Eastern and Richmond

Winning Speech In Weaver Contest
Urges People To Become Involved

M

*M D^*

«*»<•

»

BEAUTY SALON
Phone 623-5770»

8-

fttt Uf help you with your hair problems"
A# SOFT NATURAL PERMANENT
A

TODAY

■¥■■

ta-ttm

and a pleasure to shop

that only shows the black being all.
be a descendant of ignorance
knocked down by the policeman Once again I emphasize to you end prejudices of the past cenand bitten by his dog, yet he that the television and news - fairies.
doesn't see all those white kids papers can no longer accurately
The dignity and'value of a man!
down the block suffering from toe display the real truth. They can- cannot be found in his social or
same physical torture.
not capture the strange truth economic position, nor can It
the Progress Mr It Nor does his T. v. camera show that ten minutes after we are be found in the color of his skin,
the white sheriff in Selma Ala - arrested and thrown Into Jail, It has to be found by searching
war rente reprinting.)
bama who walked into the jail we own that Jail. When a man toe content of bis heart and his
During the life span of this.tore off his badge and threw It Is thrown into Jail for doing right character. You—You as an incountry" we have come to live on the ground, and with tears in suddently-shockingly, that Jail dividual must do this for yourwithin moments of great crisis, bis eyes proclaimed that he could bjecomes the prisoner. The pso- self! you must decide for yourOur lives have been marked with no longer, go on being wrong, pie behind the bars are in con- self each man's worth. You must
debate over great Issues, isAs * said before, you only tirol, and the prison guards are not allow yourselves to be in sues of war and peace, Issues See these beautiful sights on the '.'fhe slaves, slaves of wrong fiuenced by the Ignorance, hatred,
Of prosperity and depression. front line of action. But believe doings. This, my friends is the and bigotry of toe past but by the
Once again, the crisis of pain, me brothers and sisters, black real truth about the revolution of progresslveness of the future,
and toe hymns and protest of and whites. Jews and Gentiles— right against wrong. And wrong if you fail to do this for youran oppressed people have sum- this Is the real truth about free-has never ultimately won out self, then you deny yourself of
moned us together to proceed on dotf <"** dignity in this social against right in the history of the opportunity to exercise your
tithe most basic and oldest mis- revolution^
tte world.
,'/',
human right. The human right that
slon of this'country—to right
On the opening day of school The day you decide to Join this says each and everyone of you
wrong to dV Justice to serve in the Fall of 1964 school after revolution is the day you stop are qualified to decide the
man, '
school was integrated in Jack --hating. The people who hate the path on which you travel. You
I have been summoned here to son, Mississippi, without any klndT trmans or Japanese today are deny yourself the right to ac se who stayed home during cept the calculated risk as
tell you the real truth about the of incident. The same day in Jack-,
n Heights. Queens, in the libwar. After the war, the fight- opposed to guaranteed existence
(Editor's nets: The following
ech delivered by Behlert WarfleU in the Weaver Oratorical ussiest Wmrfleid
first place for this entry.
of the time—ess sf the

"Expert heir styling end coloring"

Oit»a

Where it's easy to park

t*

fr
&

' In order to Individualise pro- sponse"), a student volunteer,push the button more often. In
grammed learning— letting a will be able to see both the word fact he says, we should be able
child go ahead if he is mastering and the cue on a screen..
to find out when "learning" is
the machine's lesson— s proAs the cues become dimmer, actually occurring by noting how
fessor of psychology at Eastern Hindman expects his students to much students push the button.
Is conducting an experiment called "Errorless Learning."
Dr. Douglas Hlndman's project
is being conducted with faculty
research funds through the office of Dr. Dean Acker, director
of research.
Dr. Hindman explains that
programmed learning, as well
as his project, grew out of psychological research with animals
and people. These studies showed that people, as well as animals,
learn more from their successes
than from their failures.
In programmed learning, "each
question has built into it a clue
to the answer. At the beginning
of the sequence of questions, the
cues are obvious
but as the
series gets progressively more
difficult,. the cues become more
subtle," Hindman says.
In his experiment the ques -i
tions are replaced by nonsense
syllables,
and
the
cues
are
reresearch with such devices in an effort to
approach what he calls "errorless learning." placed by rectangular lights superimposed upon the syllables. By
(Staff photo by Bob Whitlock) pushing a button (which Hindman calls an "observing re -

Open Every Night Until 9:00 P.M.
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"Gifts for all occasions"

Shakes:

Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolete

Broiling makes the difference
West Main Street

mam

Richmond. Ky
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«, describes
the uniqueness of this
his revolu tion:
This revolution leaves little
similarity
however, to the
American ^evolutioi the French
Revolution or even to the Russian Revolution, There Is no attempt here to overthrow a government This is a revolution agalnst historic injustice. This is
a revolution to gain the rights and
respect that should be synonymous with' the word "America."
It is a revolution not by black
people against white people, but
by people who are right against
those who are wrong."

new flwmemBafi''YBd'8ff'rfoTtfive to
scnooi integration plan. For. too be black to wear a freedom butiong the South has been review- ton or white r,jp wear a sheet,
«• as the garbage can of race re- But, you do hive to be your own
UVIBi
lations.
boss, your own'
own man. You must not
Yes this Is the truth about ouiiiSP
revolution to attain Justice for

This vivid truth of right versus
wrong Is one which so many of
us are unaware of. For you see,
you cannot understand or even be
aware of this truth, if .you are
hot an active participant in the
struggle for human dignity.
If toe closest you ever get to
toe battlefield Is sitting in your
easy chair and listening to the
Huntley-Brlnkley report, then you
will never knew the real truth,
If you only direct your energlee of Involvement to destroy lag political theories contrary
to your own; to the race to the
moon; or to engaging only in the
fashionable activities set forth
by our society; And allow the
question of human dignity and
human equality to go unanswered, then we have failed as a
people, and as a nation.
The unlnvolved person is content with'reading about the glorious theories of democracy and
seldom fines reason to test Its
worth of practicality. The un Involved person lavishes upon
toe ultra-dramatic pictures of
yellow-dog Journalism and falls
to concern himself in the' search
for the real dynamic truth.
He follows the T. V. camera

_
suffer no longer, I plead
you, do not deny yourselves
the freedom that I have been
denied for so long.

I

Gifts for *$ Occasion*

ory

W

GOODWIN'S

(Continued from Page One)
bought by Eastern and named tin
Telford Music Building.
Some of Miss TelfonPs as soclates and members of her
family have been invited to be
special guests at the luncheon,
cornerstone ceremony and open
house. These will Include her
sisters, brothers, and sistersin-law:
Miss Josephine and
y^ RaChei Telford Richmond;
jonn Telford. Richmond: Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Telford, Naples,
pia.; Mr. and Mrs. William Tel£„• Akron. Ohio: and Miss Margaret Telford Indianapolis.
Brown Telford Hall will house
QQQ women students, as will each
of the other dormitories to be built
in the four-dorm quadrangle. A
cafeteria accommodating about
i QQO persons will be built with
the complex,
The women's dormitory cornpiex is one oitwounderconstruction on the campus. The first unit
of a men's complex, William Keene Hall is nesting completion. It
will contain four dormitories and
a cafeteria.
The architect for the building
Is Marye and Bond, Lexington,
and the contractor Is the Foster
Creighton Co., Nashville.

This is a
summer cottagej
Your
kid's education.
An
ocean voyage.
Retirement.

RICHMOND
OTOR COMPAN
Main St.
Dial 623-5441
Call or See Gip Parttc or Lester EversoJe

GIFT SHOP
Greeting Cords
Sealing Wax and Seal

Half-price to
college students and
faculty:
the newspaper that
newspaper
read* • .
JS

At last count, we had more than 8,800 newspaper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
t>ver the world.
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively oh
world news — the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers
most significant and reports it, interprets it,
analyzes it — in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.
If this is the kind of paper you would like to
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $26.00 a year.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspapermen themselves read the Monitor -i- and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world. ■
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MQN

FOC US 7^*^-«i^'wi*Ji£ii»rf"

"Figure On Banking With Us"

The Christian Science Monitor
•
1 Norway .Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116
Please enter a Monitor subscription for the name below.
1 am enclosing $
(U. S. funds) for the period
checked. □ 1 year $18 □ 9 mcs. $9.75 Q 6 mos. $8.50
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TAPE PLAYERS
for
CAR and HOME

perman Summer
Programs Slated
This summer, twenty - two
students at Eastern will, be
working and studying In Germany, under a program adapted by Dr. Ursel Boyd, associate professor of German.
The students, all having completed, a minimum of six hours
in German will leave June 10
from New York. The
roundtrip fare, by chartered Jet, wm
cost the student $283. The usual
fare for such a trip runs arouse
$600.
On September 10, the
group will leave Europe for
New York.
Participants in this program
will be Issued a work contract
for two months." They will receive room, board and wages,
so that they will be earning their
own money and not using "Uncle
Sam's currency, said Dr. Boyd.'
The third month of the summer,
they are free to travel and study,
The types of work they will be
doing are all forms of manual
labor, since these would require
only a basic knowledge of German. The boys will be working
on construction Jobs, in bos pitals
or in hotels and restaurants. The girls will be em-

IDEAL CAPE

TRANSISTOR RADIOS
s

Microfosslls from the pal ezoic era—-some 450 million
years old—are being collected
and studied by Dr. Perry Wigley, professor of geology at Eastern Kentucky University, in order to date layers of rock in
valley of Virginia,
"As far as I know, this stud}
is the only one of its kind now
under way Involving conondonts," he says. Conondonts are
fossil animals or portions of
animals.

from Wlgley's research. Under
a faculty grant at Eastern, he
is continuing his project.
"Oil companies " he says • In
addition to scientists, are Interested in such research, because "if they find oil in one
layer of rock, they may expect to
find oil in other strata with similar characteristics." Dating
rock layers helps further in
the search for oil, Wlgley says.

Wlgley has collected some 3 500 of these microscopic specimens, many of which he has prepared as microscope slides.

The existence of the tiny conondonts was not recognized until the 1800»s, Wlgley says, and
only within the last, decade has
much work been done in study •
ing them.

Specimens, for his study came
from a site ln*Scott Countysouthwest Virginia and formed
the basis for f/lgley's PhD dissertation. He holds the MA and
PhD in geology from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, and his
BS is from Birmingham -Southern College, Alabama.

Course Topic
Is Greenhouse
Production '

Microscopic Study

One thousand carnations '900
A paper for the Geological wedgeWood Irises and MtfsnapSodety of America and three 4^^ ^ ^ piatfidn^SJed
articles for the Journal of Pal- for by second semester students
eontology have thus far resulted, enrolled in Eastern's greenhouse
production course.
V-""*"
These flowers are to be planted in Eastern's second green house which is now under conpandea
oy
us
million
young
people,
struction.
(Continued from Page One) . slbllities but are denied certain
"Perhaps many of our Con- The present greenhouse Is 124
Eighteen - to- a- years-olds adult rights like the rote. This
gressmen who are out of touch by 42 feet. It houses asectionfor
(are considered adults for many tension "between what we and with
the current American scene «*• Production which includes
purposes. More and more are what we are allowed to do," are afraid
that the young will •vyrvxifDMiwy
Wroxiaytoly 1,009
l ouo plants, - a
jetting married earlier. Many of said Schwarte, "has created a
section for plant propagation and
vote
them
out
of
office,"
says
the three million who are mar - revolution of rising expects seasonal production and a sec- ■
ried have children. Legally per- tions among young people every Larry Chilnick of the Univer- 'tion for chrysanthemum pro sity
of
Oklahoma
Dally.
"They
mltted
to undertake family bit as profound as that of ou
duction which Includes approxresponsibilities they are de- Negro citisens and people in are probably right."
imately 1,800 plants.
nied the right to vote. More the underdeveloped world."
Two key persons in Con These flowers are grown ka
than six million young people
Supporters of the lowered vot- gross also stand In the way of lab practice for classes in flsrare taxed without representa- ing age also argue that voting change. They are Rep. Emanuel lculture and are supervised by fee
tion. People over 18 are sub- the ultimate test of citizen- Celler (D-N.Y.) and Sen. James instructor of the course. Sim
ject to the same penal codes as ship, should be begun as soonas Baattend (D-Miss.). who chair Whitaker.
those over 21. Young people can possible. A new argument Is that the Judiciary committees of their
Production In the grc
enter the U.S. Civil Service at under the recent one man-one respective chambers. Both bit - began with roses and"
18.
vote ruling
by the supreme
S
terly oppose letting young poo- April of 1968, and since then,
"This demand for youth pow- Court, 18 - to-21-year-olds
.
r-olds In pie
vote, arguing that people have steadily added new
er, or student power. . . stems states not permitting them to under 21 are not mature enough.
"The strength of our horticulfrom a growing sophistication vote are being deprived of rights
ture program and the aspecJT
[among youth in evaluating our their counterparts in Kentucky. Some Congressmen also be - makes it unique to other uniworld, a growing realization that Georgia Alaska and Hawaii lleve that voting requirements versity horticulture progi
politics has an enormous Impact, have. (Voting age In Alaska is should be set by the states, —
not that the boys have a chanc«
and a growing desire to assume 19; 20 in Hawaii).
by a change in the U. S. Con - actually take part in the
"adult" responsibilities at an
When Gov. Ellis Arnall first stitution. This argument may tion of floral crops." Whit
earlier age," former NSA Presi- proposed lowering
•
•.'•Georgia's again prove a formidable hur- said.
dent Ed Schwartz testified, before voting age In 1948, he Intro - die.
He continued, "Our facilities
Ben. Birch Bayh's subcommit- duced the agrument that young
«iu«
..
_
^ f*re constantly being improved
tee studying the 18-year- old people have a contribution to ,
JPI^'^JSJ*^!"*
we are nuUdngllaSrforan
vote last year.
make. "Tbetr fellow citizens J^£S\£liS2l?i2i ^JuMMtoeel greenhouse that will
Campus unrest and' other need their participation... the Mtwnon Suggest that the 18- ^^ more TOOm tor ^ ^
disorder
stands to be les- fresh viewpoint of these un- yaar-old vote Is far off. Coal- duction of more types of *ut
sened if the vote is granted, regimented voters. ..their ideal- J** 1^?w* ei?**?nl£ ft*" flowers and the production of
Senator Javlts and others argue. ism." The Coalition's proposal «• P**»tf» by "» f™1 «19«*« potted plants."
m
*
186 P****<«
8 6 will 00
6
y
The National Commission on the talks about a possible "therapeu- "J"
u™**
come
P**
**
.*^.
^
2r
The
major
uses
of
these
Causes and Prevention of Vlo- tic effect" on toe
the nation, andSen.
and Sen. ~
?fter mucn difficulty.
<n=toulty. Even then plants are for gpedal ^events
lence has Just reported that vlo- Javlts says the most compelling J06
Mate ■> occurs partly because reason to lower the voting age is ftWfieU^
•
to* Wfc- the**.
protestors believe 'they■< eta—Mat "American poIRRWtirttt the i,,u
^"w' ■" wm^T^Hl B rT^nm are in'inY
In'OeUgh cycle of p&:tat 8
P, not make their demands feH<efr transfusion younger voters would * f » ™™y
«• which will not duction, roses, especially 'are
'vely through normal chan- give."
Jfai r8gular sesslon *«*ln wm placedln the administrative and
nels.
In a study for NSA, Roland '»••*• faculty offices on campus.
The 18-year-old vote "will ease Liebert concluded that if the ~
1.1 II'
...I
the frustrations of a generation voting age were lowered, "poliobvlously intent upon having a tical participation would in voice in the determination of crease the political spectrum
their own destinies," the YD*s would broaden slightly, and the
Oliver told the Bayh subcom- parties would get more enthusmittee last May.
iastic support."
Schwartz in his testimony took ,.„„_ ,.„
mm'«__'«__,
note that 18- year olds feel With all these reasons for lowthemselves in "a kind of llm- ering the voting age, why has the
104 N. 3rd St.
fbo." They carry adult respon- Constitution not been changed? A
main reason is fear of change itPhone 623-4089 Office
self, and toe threat old politicians at federal, state and local levels see In an electorate exMicroscopic fossil are prepared on slides by Dr. Perry Wlgley,
professor of geology. He is conducting his examination of
these fossils — called conondonta — under a faculty research
grant.

Attempt To Lower Voting Age

OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE PROM
*

ployed in nurseries, children's
homes, and resort areas.
Dr. Boyd has received about
twenty-five applications for the
program. The students choose
the area . they wish to work in,
such as the mountains, the tips,
or the big cities. They will receive contracts for their employment. They must work the
required two months, but will be
free to do as they please the.remaining thirty days.
Two of the applicants William
B. Collins in and Barbara Peercy, have received word of their
Job assignments. They will be
employed at the home of Count
Adelmann, who lives In eight
hundred year old castle In
south Germany. The other students have not yet, received
their work contracts.
Under consideration, is aproposal suggested by Dr. Boyd
that the students be allowed, If
they wish, to take a special
exam at the end of the summer,
in this way they would be able to
receive three hours credit In
German for their summer workstudy trip. A nominal fee would
be charged for the exany ,

Microscopic Conondont^s
Are Topic Of Research'

THE BEST PLACE

TAPE RECORDERS
end
Car Tape Players - Home Tape Players - Stereo

TO EAT

CHAR BROIL STEAKS &
BROASTED CHICKEN

"Your Electronic Headquarters"

STREET
623-9841

RICHMOND. KY.

RUSSELL E. MAJOR

I Realtor I

James W. Divine 623-5387
Frances A. Gum 623-2438

Deferments
(Continued from Page Eight)
with the 1967 recommendations
of the President's Commission
on toe Draft. The Commission's
report suggested a two-pronged
attack on toe draft's present inequities and injustices: abolition
of student deferments and reversal of the present oldest first system so that 19-year-olds
would be drafted first—preferably by lottery.
Fairness and equity required
that both those steps be taken;
if they had been, the drafts unfairness to toe poor and uneducated would have been partialy corrected, and at the same time education and technical skills would
have been supported.
As it happened, policy- makers
decided to Implement only part
of the recommendations, hoping
mat their move would be popular
with those voters who consider
that students are un-American
and should be drafted, and would
at the same time be lauded as
needed reform.

a woman never forgets...
the man who remembers

Vf -* 1. .
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BY AMERICAN GREETINGS

••SECOND SEMESTER SCHOOL SAVINGS
SOU Sheets

Notebook
Paper

4-&ltftCt

Rtg

98C

770
Hytomr

Woodgrain
Notebook
R*g. S2.50

$1.33
Quantity Rights Rittrvid

"3a &

DESIGNS AND VERSES COMBINED TO
EXPRESS THE TRUE SENTIMENT OF
VALENTINE'S DAY

570

Family Size Reg. 9St

690

880

on afl
FALL AND WINTER MERCHANDISE
*j$
NOW IN PROGRESS

Ijbuste of 6tttlea
MON.-FRI. 10:00 - 9:00
SAT. 9:00 - 8:00

SPORTSWEAR, SKIRTS
BMStS, SWEATERS

'vetted

LINGERIE

Provides th* "lodylik*" slip
for the current feminine trends.
Flattering neckline, buitlihe and
hemline expressed in pretty laces.
In White, Vonilta, Sunray, Tearose.

Si

—$4o0

Listerine
14 si. 11.19 Vilui

CLEARANCE SALE

FOR THE BEST VALUt IN s Seamless

BROWSE THROUGH OUR LARGE
ASSORTMENT TODAY!

CREST
TOOTHPASTE

Let us help you with your Red Estate N

*

Theme Book

SI 49 Vilut

BUYING OR SELLING

ELDER

j
j

■

SHOP 1

MESH
HOSE
2 prs.
s|oo

BENtFRAN KLIN
623-4981

111 WEST MAI ST. RCHM0ND, KY.
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$272 Million Has Been Spent Since 1960
For Construction On College Campuses
(Editor', note: The following la depth feature deals with
the rapid rate of construction
on Kentucky collet© niipmi
and fives some of Its background. The feature was done
by Lee Becker and Larry Keel.
In* of the University of
tacky "Kernel," and wai
trlboted by KCPS (
CoUeftate Press Service) off
which the Progress la a member. The fouowinr is s ooadenMtkw of the feature.)

maining funds for off-campus construction.
Eastern, located at Richmond,
ranks second In money spent with
$61.1 million, although the
school is third in enrollment
(9,180). Esatern has spent $29.6
million for housing and S31.6
million for academic structures
In the period since I960.
Western's $45.5 million cons traction figure ranks third, with
about (17.4 million going for
bousing and $28.1 million for
building. The Bowling
Construction bat perhaps be- academic
Green
school
Is second to UK
come the key word hi Kentucky's In enrollment with
10,570.
•tats onlverstttes and Kentucky
$41 million has gone
State College in the.period of to Almost
Morshead since 1960, with
the 1960s.
$184
for housing the
Campuses at Morshead, Wes- 6,262 mUUon
students
and $22
tern, Eastern, UK, Kentucky million going there
for
academic
Stats, and
at Murrey es
wall, have been pushed to, and structures.
Murray, ranking fourth In ensometimes beyond, their physical rollment,
with 7,334 students
Hmlts.
6,262 at Morehead, nevertheOver S272 million has been to
less trails the eastern school
spent In the 1960s on these cam- in
construction monies ipsjd.
puses, with each school receiv- A little
over $27 million has
ing what seems to be s fair been spent
L
with $124
share when the monetary totals
for housing and $14.3
are composed to the enrollment million
million going for academic strucincreases.
tures.
The University of Kentucky Predominately black Kentucky
baa received the biggest chunk State
ranks behind Murray with
of money, $89.6 million, but Its $8.7 million
spent on construc15,207 enrollment (plus 9,800 tion, $2.8 million
for housing,
In Its community colleges) and $54 million for
academic
make It the largest state school. structures. Kentucky State's
toForty-six million dollars of the tal enroUment to 1,610.
total'has bean spent for main The total enrollment of these
campus academic structures,
win $14 million going to the schools adds up to 59,981 —
conunumiy colleges and the re- about 3% times the 16,851 of
the 1950-60 school year.

Eastern has spent $29.6 million to accommodate the 6,627
students it has added since 1960,
while Western has spent only
$17.4 million to house 8,075 students gained since '60. Bat
Western students may live offcampus If they desire, ss is the
case at Murray, where much
less money C$6 million) has been
spent than at Morehead to house
approximately the same number
of students since 1960.
The lack or abundance of offcampus housing reflects the
spending of the schools.
But how does s school go about
financing a new building? And
how and when la the decision
made on what is needed and how
much is needed?
Three to four years' time usually elapses between the time
a building project Is planned and
its completion. In those years an
intricate process occurs.
The Institution usually first
makes s projection of future enrollment and then determines its
needs. After that the school president goes before the board
of regents or trustees, who authorise the president to bring

CITY TAXI
-Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

tee project to the commissioner
of finance, according to Issac
Watson, administrative officer
in the Division of Fiscal Management of the State Dept. of
Finance.
State government then takes
over, and the proper buttons are
pushed.
There are two types of
buildings constructed on the various campuses, according to
Mr. Watson. A consolidated educational building la one that provides classroom space or space
for other academic pursuits, including housing office space for
faculty. This type of building
is financed by student tuition and
fees, for the most part. _

Here the university president
must have the ability to prove
that his institution will be able
to retire these bonds when due.
This is done, according to Watson, by projecting the Income
of the new building, along with
the Income of existing structures. And mis projection Is
made by taking the average Income from the two previous fiscal years and weighing it with
projections of future enrollments.

Then once the president has
established his ability to finance
a project, he gets approval from
}
the commissioner of finance,
an architect is assigned, and
plans are drawn up. The Engin- The above picture is an artist's concept of
to be erected on the stadium sight The other
eering Division of the Finance the scheduled classroom building to be contwo are the University Center, and the MediThe other type of campus build- Dept. teen coordinates the plans structed on the end of Hanger Stadium. The
tation Chapel.
ing is either dormitory or din- with the cost.
building is one of three which are scheduled
ing space. It is financed by room
and board fees.
The school board of trustees ^ Finance Dept. after adveror regents then passes a reao- lament of. the bid to be let. I -e~s> ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ » ♦ O»0-O-<
Some federal funds are avail- lution authorising construction
able, especially for educational after the final plans have been According to Watson, the conbuildings, and some building drawn up, and approval from tractor has to be a bonded, legiplans are rested on money from the State Property end Building timate firm and moot certain
the school's general budget But Commission is usually then a standard requirements. A false
most of the campus construc- formality.
appearance of playing favorites
tion Is done today with money
... among the contractors is someThe Issuance of tea pextty timei gjy^ when one contractor
obtained through the sale of pair*ty bonds.
> t bonds, usually 30- to 40-year i^^ tmo OT ihret y^ ta 1UC.
serial bonds, is usually approv- cesaion.
Where your clothes receive that
ed at this pout, but construction may have already begun be- Thla happens, says Watson,
personal care that only long
fore the bonds ar sold.
because contractors already do™_ .. J
—u u. u^. *« tof work on campus are likely
experience can give.
, T1!!2?2teJ^I?i!^S^£» underbid competitors since
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
flrms. The federal government mmg
ment handy
Imaay
will often help subsidise the col'
We Guarantee To Please.
legs by buying tee bonds at a "The board of trustees or rethree per cent Interest rate, jents authorises all projecta,"
240 S. SECOND
PHONE 623-1368
The money received for the; Watson said. "Really, It depends
bonds whentheyaresoldgoesintoon who tee president is and how
project accounts, or it is rein-much he wants to build. This is
vested to gain Interest to be where you get Into personalities,
used toward payments of thejWhat it usually amounts to Is
bonds.
how strong he is. Some are conrw.+.wrttM.
and some build like
Construction MMhvott
contracts ■««
are lot
let,■ervatlve
m „ ^ ^ u,^^^^
to low bidders on each project JJ"**
be a need, but we usually give
by the Purchasing Division of them wh they need.*'

Construction

DIXIE

DRY CLEANERS

TAX SHELTERED
ANNUITIES

24 Hour Service

623-1400

SAMPLE SHOE STORE

New Annex

All CABS 0PERA1E FROM THE SAME OFFICE

Rate

"

BIG ALL AVE.

RICHMOND

es

NAME BRAND SHOES

ALL SIZES — FROM I's TO AAAA
AT 30% TO 60% SAVINGS

lyPayss—
We Se
MORE
"^m
LESS

* 'WASHINGTON- <«•/ "-*attt*fsr b/^sb? *;"skjdr*' Ji
end others who are low onjand possibly the National S
cash usually relied on buses Association are expected to
r interstate transportation. But such a petition.
isince
1866, young people have American Airlines Which orThank You
£ realised they could fly for about lginated youth fare, believes
the same cost, with a tremendous fares encourage air travel and
- - Open All Yearsavings in travel time and com- phouid not be dropped.
fort.
A student in New York City can
| Hamburgtrs-Coitys-Milk Shakes
ride tee bus to Atlanta for $29.88
LKU
and 21 hours of bus time. A
flight costs $3 less on an airline offering a 50 percent youth
fare, or only $11 more at tee
two-thirds fare on others. The
flight takes less than two hours
end features stewardesses and
refreshments.
The advantages of air travel
are obvious, even to bus line
officials. Concerned that students
are no longer left the driving
(and profits) to them but to the
airlines, they challenged youth
featuring
1^
fares. Leading the flight wae
Trail ways Bus System.
A court order required the
Civil Aeronautics Board to listen to the bus companies' complaints, and last week a CAB
MOST In Dry Cleaning
MrtMsjattarbfl
examiner ruled that the youth
«dS*v font Cap. pmX
fares are indeed discriminaPlus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
tory against adult passengers
CraiteAznavourMar^
who
must pay full fares.
Two Drive-in Windows
Under CAB procedure, the
JornHwIon^Mafe
fares will be abolish023-3939
311 W. Main cut-rate
""*"»
Candy
ed unless a petition requesting
Persons under 18 not ad*
a review of the decision is fU-

¥ We Do Not

t

Near Kroaei s

m Bus Companies Attack
93B JJRfl' ■-'

OremG. Wright

263 E. Main St.

The Jones Building is the recently completed annex to the
Administration Building. The building is to provide offices
and work space for administrative departments. It la one of
three new buildings which win be completed this year.
(Staff photo by Larry Bailey)

KENNY'S DRIVE IN

Scheduled

P.O. Box 4085 Gardenside
Lexington, Ky. 40504
•*F

n

i-*

Southwestern Life

mUWKeCOMPANY • DALLAS • 8KXM09

For Adults

good grief its C4indy!

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners

'Martinfanna"

mltted unless with parent.

Contact

T«cho»co4of' ChC

lenses are made
of modern
tics which have en
tirely different characteristics than the tissues
and fluids of the eye, Consequently your eye cannot handle
this foreign object without help.
So, in order to correct for
Mother Nature's lack of foresight,
you have to use lens solutions to
make your contacts and your eyes
compatible.
There was a time when you
needed two or more separate

solutions to
properly modify and care
for your conf
tacts, making
* them ready for
your eyes. But now
there's Lensine from'
the makers of
Murine. Lensine,
for contact comfort and convenience.
Lensine is the one solution
for complete contact lens care.
Just a drop of two of Lensine coats
and lubricates your lens. This allows the lens to float more freely
in the natural fluids of your eye.
Why? Because Lensine is an "isotonic" solution, very much like
your own tears. Lensine is compatible with the eye.
Cleaning your contacts with
Lensine retards the build-up of
foreign deposits on the lenses.

And soaking your contacts in
Lensine between wearing periods
assures you of proper lens hygiene. You get a free soaking-storage case with individual lens compartments on the bottom of every
bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that
improper storage between wearings permits the growth of bacteria on the lenses. This is a sure
cause of eye irritation and, in
some cases, can endanger your
vision. Bacteria cannot grow in
Lensine because it's sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic.
Let caring for your
contacts be as convenient as wearing them.
Get some Lensine ...
Mother's little helper.

LENSINE

i

Mother Nature
never planned on i
contact
lenses
^^■■■a_BBSSBBBBSBSWaSBBBai
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USED TEXTBOOKS
*»..••

THE CAMPUS BOOK STORE IS OWNED BY THE UNIVERSITY. ALL
REALIZED FROM THE OPERATIONS ARE USED TO PROVIDE MORE AND
GREATER FACILITIES FOR OUR STUDENTS AND FACULTY.
♦

AMPUS

ostorn

.1* ••••,,

OOK
TORE

STUDENT UNION

623-2696

nlversHy

